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Data mining and predictive analytics in the sustainable-biomaterials 
industries is currently not feasible given the lack of organization and management 
of the database structures. The advent of artificial intelligence, data mining, 
robotics, etc., has become a standard for successful business endeavors and is 
known as the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ or ‘Industry 4.0’ in Europe. Data quality 
improvement through real-time multi-layer data fusion across interconnected 
networks and statistical quality assessment may improve the usefulness of 
databases maintained by these industries. Relational databases with a high 
degree of quality may be the gateway for predictive modeling and enhanced 
business analytics. 
Data quality is a key issue in the sustainable bio-materials industry. 
Untreated data from multiple databases (e.g., sensor data and destructive test 
data) are generally not in the right structure to perform advanced analytics. Some 
inherent problems of data from sensors that are stored in data warehouses at 
millisecond intervals include missing values, duplicate records, sensor failure data 
(data out of feasible range), outliers, etc.. These inherent problems of the untreated 
data represent information loss and mute predictive analytics. This data science 
focused research was to create a continuous real-time software algorithm for data 
cleaning that automatically aligns, fuses, and assesses data quality for missing 
fields and potential outliers. The program automatically reduces the variable size, 
imputes missing values, and predicts the destructive test data for every record in 
a database. Improved data quality was assessed using 10-fold cross-validation 
and the normalized root mean square error of prediction statistic.  
The impact of outliers and missing data were tested on a simulated dataset 
with 201 variations of outlier percentages ranging from 0-50% and missing data 
percentages ranging from 0-50%. The software program was also validated on a 
real dataset from the wood composites industry. The number of sensors needed 
for accurate predictions are highly dependent on the correlation between 
independent variables and dependent variables. Overall, the data cleaning 
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software program significantly decreased the NRMSEP ranging from 64% to 12% 
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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
Problem Identification and Explanation 
Predictive analytics, data mining, and the use of ‘big data’ are paramount to 
success in international business and research communities. Data mining and big 
data are fundamental to ‘Cloud Manufacturing’ in the fourth industrial revolution 
known as ‘Industry 4.0.’, where computers and automation come together in a new 
way through remote connectivity to computer systems equipped with machine 
learning algorithms that are predictive (Zhong et al., 2017). In this thesis, the 
sustainable biomaterials industries and related agricultural industries are defined 
as companies that manufacture: biofuels, bioenergy, lignocellulose products, 
Nano-biomaterials, wood composites (e.g., particleboard, medium-density 
fiberboard), engineered wood (e.g., oriented strand board, laminated veneer 
lumber, cross-laminated lumber), paper and paper products, processing of 
agricultural products (e.g., rice processing, soybean processing, wheat 
processing, corn processing) from renewable feedstock sources. The Industries 
exist in highly competitive markets that are commodity-based, where competitive 
advantage is sought by lowering the final costs of the manufactured product. These 
Industries are essential to the U.S. economy, (American Forest & Paper 
Association, 2018) but are facing growing competition from imported products and 
movement towards non-renewable petroleum-derived products, e.g., PVC flooring, 
plastic moldings, petroleum fuels, petroleum carbon fibers. As of 2017, the 
sustainable biomaterials industries accounted for approximately five percent of the 
total U.S. manufacturing gross domestic product (GDP) and employed more than 
937,000 people. The industry met a payroll of roughly $50 billion in 2017 and was 
seen in the top ten manufacturing sector employers in 45 states (U.S Chamber of 
Commerce, 2018). These companies can benefit from participating in ‘Industry 4.0’ 
where predictive analytics and real-time models can improve decision-making 
related to process outcomes and improve product quality while minimizing cost.  
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Successful data mining is not attainable without digital data integration and 
high-quality data, i.e., data of high value. ‘Big data’ is defined relative to its context; 
however, the standard definition is as multiple terabytes or petabytes. Research 
suggests, “big data is a subjective label attached to situations in which human and 
technical infrastructures are unable to keep pace with a company’s data needs” 
(Gandomi and Haider, 2015). In the context of sustainable biomaterials industries 
and the related agricultural industries, ‘big data’ from industrial processes may be 
only hundreds of gigabytes or less than one terabyte. However, big data of any 
size, that is of poor quality, have little value for business improvement from 
applications of data mining and predictive analytics. 
The importance of big data, data mining, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) is 
emerging quickly in the sustainable biomaterials industries with the advent of 
‘Industry 4.0’. Industry 4.0 is exemplified by the Composite Panel Association 
(CPA) annual meeting in March 2018 for its members with a focus on data mining 
and AI for manufacturing, and the LIGNA (https://www.ligna.de/home), the largest 
international gathering of sustainable biomaterials industries focused on ‘Industry 
4.0.’ Predictive analytics that are accurate in predicting failures can help 
manufacturers reduce scrap product and rework (e.g., reduce remanufacture of 
off-grade or failing production runs). These losses do not account for additional 
energy losses and labor costs due to poor quality. Predictive analytics may also 
help manufacturers diagnose unknown sources of variation from the process 
(Deming and Shewhart, 1986). Process variation in weight, thickness, solvent 
applications, and drying, create significant costs for manufacturers in that variation 
influences operational targets. The more variation in a process, the higher the 
required operational targets for the critical inputs required to maintain specification 
of final manufactured product, which represent additional costs not accounted for 
in scrap and rework alone (Taguchi et al., 2005). 
There is an excess of literature on data mining and big data (Barton and 
Court, no date; Oxley and Thorsen, 2006; Schadt et al., 2011; Brown, Chui and 
Manyika, 2011; Gelman, 2011; Dumbill, 2013; Zhong et al., 2017; Cordeiro, 
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Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 2017; Bibby and Dehe, 2018; Jabbar et al., 
2018; Peres and Fogliatto, 2018; Qi and Tao, 2018 and many others). However, a 
review of the literature suggests a gap in data science research related to 
‘automated data fusion’ which incorporates automated algorithms for ‘data quality 
assessment and improvement.’ An extensive review (Liao et al., 2017) was done 
of the literature related to ‘Industry 4.0’ and found the majority of published 
research was insufficient in addressing digital integration of data and a lack of 
affordable data mining software. Moreover, the analyses suggest a vast gap exists 
between ‘Industry 4.0’ laboratory experiments, comprising 95.1% of published 
research, and industrial applications with 4.9% of published research (Liao et al., 
2017).  
The proposed research effort will reduce this gap by developing algorithms 
for data fusion and data quality improvement for the sustainable biomaterials and 
agricultural-based industries. Theorin et al. (2015) called data the “hidden asset in 
manufacturing” while Panetto and Molina (2008) highlighted the lack of utilization 
of data in manufacturing. Theorin et al. (2015) perceived that for future 
manufacturing systems to be competitive, “…they need to make better use of plant 
data, ideally utilizing all data from the entire plant. Low-level data should be refined 
to real-time information for decision making, to facilitate competitiveness through 
informed and timely decisions.” Theorin et al. (2015) estimated that 85% of all 
manufacturing data are unstructured and not useful for rapid decision making in 
high throughput production facilities. The proposed research effort directly 
addresses the problem defined by Theorin et al. (2015). 
Most sustainable biomaterials and related agricultural processing 
companies gather real-time data from process sensors across programmable logic 
controller (PLC) networks stored in real-time data warehouses. Operational 
personnel retrieve such data to monitor and assess the stability of the process. A 
parallel information stream is also typically maintained by destructive testing or 
quality control (QC) laboratories where critical product quality data are gathered 
periodically throughout the production cycle (e.g., tensile strength, modulus, water 
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absorption, protein content, starch content). Due to the time required for 
destructive testing or QC assessments, the time gap in data retrieval from the 
laboratories to operations personnel may be several hours. In the sustainable 
biomaterials industries, large quantities of a product are produced on high 
throughput presses during this time gap. Predicting real-time quality attributes 
between the time gaps from periodic laboratory samples may be invaluable to 
operations personnel in avoiding the manufacture of a defective product, or off-
grade product. Data mining may also help diagnose sources of unknown variation 
in the process. Cost savings can be significant if a corrective action on sources of 
variation occurs, which leads to variation reduction of key inputs such as weight. 
Lowering operating weight is challenging since this reduces board density, which 
in turn, lowers strength. However, through data mining and modeling, other 
variables in the process can be identified that positively impact strength resulting 
in an ability to lower density while maintaining strength. Lower density saves 
material costs because fewer feedstocks are needed to manufacture the 
composite. Less feedstock usage helps us to more efficiently utilize our resource 
while lighter weight saves on transportation costs. 
However, the vast majority of manufacturers in the sustainable biomaterials 
industries and agricultural processing industries have not integrated the 
destructive testing and QC laboratories databases with the real-time process data 
warehouses. The Industries typically have the destructive testing and QC 
laboratories databases on protected ‘business networks’ and PLC data 
warehouses on the protected ‘process networks.’ Integrating large amounts of 
digital data stored in multiple databases across networks by data fusion with data 
of high value is the gateway for discovery using ‘Cloud Manufacturing’ and 
advanced data mining with real-time predictive analytics. 
The Importance of Data Quality (DQ). -- This thesis is aligned with research 
focused on improving the data quality of integrated databases which is the 
essential platform for data mining. Even though there is a plethora of literature on 
DQ, the following citations and quotes are the motivational theme for this thesis. 
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Francisco et al. (2017) and Ardagna et al. (2018) defined data quality (DQ) as an 
important issue for modern organizations, mainly for decision-making based on 
information. Francisco et al. (2017) indicated “…that in order to obtain quality data, 
it is necessary to implement methods, processes, and specific techniques that 
handle information as a product with well established, controlled, and managed 
production processes, e.g., TQDM – Total Quality Data Management.” Ardagna et 
al. (2018) stated: “…data can create a real value only if combined with quality: 
good decisions and actions are the results of correct, reliable and complete data, 
i.e., methods and techniques for the data quality assessment can support the 
identification of suitable data to process.”  
Cai and Zhu (2015) further discuss, “high-quality data are the precondition 
for analyzing and using big data and for guaranteeing the value of the data,” also 
see Batini et al. (2015) and Dumbill (2013). Gupta and Rani (2018) highlight the 
challenges in terms of “data capture, storage, manipulation, management, 
analysis, and the wide gap that exists between big data potential and realization” 
given many data quality shortcomings. Gupta and Rani (2018) indicated the need 
for research efforts in academia to assist Industry in the understanding of big data 
and data quality. Liu et al. (2016) further articulate this point, “big data brings lots 
of ‘big errors’ in data quality and data usage...information incompleteness is one 
of these problems.” 
This thesis addresses the problem of information incompleteness (or 
information loss) and the development of automated algorithms for data quality 
improvement to support the advancement of data science research as applied to 
improve the competitiveness of the sustainable biomaterials industries. The 
research, on ‘data quality science’ to advance ‘Industry 4.0’ for the sustainable 
biomaterials industry and agricultural processing industries is not well documented 
in the public domain literature.  
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Rationale for Thesis 
The rationale for the research is that data mining, big data, and predictive 
analytics are driving change in the 4th industrial revolution. Data mining and the 
use of big data are almost a prerequisite for sustaining a successful business 
venture. Fundamental to successful data mining is developing and maintaining 
high quality integrated digital data. The sustainable biomaterials industries and 
related agricultural industries are essential contributors to the U.S. economy, as 
highlighted in the economic statistics to follow in the next section. The sustainable 
biomaterials industries manufacture carbon-friendly products made from 
renewable natural resources. However, these industries exist in highly competitive 
markets due to increased international competition and product substitution with 
non-renewable, petroleum-derived products.  
Given the low margins associated with commodity production, 
manufacturers in the sustainable biomaterials industries and related agricultural 
industries are highly competitive. Competitiveness prohibits sharing methods for 
data fusion, data quality assessment, or predictive modeling and slows down 
research in this area. 
There is a gap in the literature in developing algorithms for data fusion and 
assessment of data quality on an industrial scale, i.e., an interactive data 
depository for data fusion and data quality improvement. In this research, 
automated algorithms were developed to fuse multi-layer digital databases. After 
data fusion, automated algorithms were developed to assess and improve the 
quality of the data. This thesis attempts to make a marginal contribution to narrow 
the enormous gap between academic research focused on data science and 
useful applications in Industry, i.e., recall Liao et al. (2017) stated this gap to be as 






The objectives of this thesis are:  
1) Develop software that will allow automated digital data integration and data 
fusion of two databases; 
2) Develop algorithms for data quality assessment; 
3) Develop a more advanced knowledge of the impact of outliers, missing 
data, quantity of independent variables, and quantity of dependent records 
on the database and the predicted values on simulated databases; 








Industrial Revolution and Industry 4.0 
In the last century, technological developments, lower costs and barriers 
linked to data collection and storage in industrial environments (Arcidiacono and 
Pieroni, 2018; Peres and Fogliatto, 2018) have led to three industrial revolutions.  
The advent of artificial intelligence, data mining, robotics, etc., as a standard for 
successful business endeavors, has resulted in a ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ 
known in Europe as ‘Industry 4.0.’. The ‘Fourth Revolution’ started in early 1970 
with the progression of electronics and information technologies towards a higher 
level of automation in manufacturing facilities (Figure 1) (Stock and Seliger, 2016). 
In 2011, the Germans coined ‘Industry 4.0’ with a proposal for “development of a 
new concept of German economic policy based on high-tech strategies” (Roblek, 
Meško and Krapež, 2016; Cordeiro, Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 2017). 
Industry 4.0 spread first in Germany followed by the European Union (EU), North 
America, Asia, and the rest of the world (Liao et al., 2017). In terms of published 
literature, Europe has 83% of all publications on the subject, followed by Asia with 
13.8% and 3.2% from the other continents (Liao et al., 2017).  
The fourth industrial revolution has many definitions. It is the change from 
internet and intranet to the ‘Internet of Things,’ from lean production to smart 
factories and from automation and computerization to visualization and integration 
(Roblek, Meško and Krapež, 2016). Based on connectivity, supply chain 
integration and Cyber-Physical Systems are capable of the inclusion and adoption 
of new applications and technologies (Cordeiro, Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 
2017). Industry 4.0 includes concepts such as the ‘Internet of Things,’ ‘Internet of 
Services,’ ‘Cyber-Physical Systems,’ which communicate via the internet with the 
customer to customer and customer to machine exchange (Roblek, Meško and 









The fourth industrial revolution started in Germany as Industry 4.0, in the 
EU as Factories of the Future and in the U.S. as Industrial Internet (Stock and 
Seliger, 2016; Liao et al., 2017). Now the majority of the papers uses the term 
Industry 4.0. 
Many companies invest in Industry 4.0 including ABB, AT&T, Bosch, Cisco 
Emerson Electric, General Electric, Hitachi, Honeywell, IBM, Intel, Mitsubishi 
Electric, Panasonic, Schneider Electric, Siemens (Liao et al., 2017). The 
justification given is for supply chain and logistics improvement. Industry 4.0 can 
improve logistics and supply chain efficiency by providing information from big data 
that is ‘real-time’ and more detailed than current systems. Efficiency improvements 
mitigate such things as the bullwhip effect (increased inventory swings further in 
the supply chain, due to shifts in customer demand), reduce counterfeiting and 
improves product traceability (Roblek, Meško and Krapež, 2016). Other sectors 
adopting Industry 4.0 include smart infrastructure, health care, and security and 
privacy (Roblek, Meško and Krapež, 2016). 
The main factors of Industry 4.0 are digitalization, automation and linking 
(Roblek, Meško and Krapež, 2016). Digitalization of the whole production is the 
first step in automating systems for improved production from machines (Roblek, 
Meško and Krapež, 2016). There are four key components to achieve the main 
factors of Industry 4.0 (digitalization, automation, and linking). The components 
are: 1) Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS); 2) Internet of Things (IoT); 3) Internet of 
Service (IoS); and 4) the Smart Factory. (Roblek, Meško, and Krapež, 2016; 
Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017).  
A CPS is a decentralized mechanism algorithm supervised and connected 
through and to the internet and its users. The CPS also includes smart products 
and products with sensors and microchips to communicate (Roblek, Meško and 
Krapež, 2016; Stock and Seliger, 2016; Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). The IoT 
is the interconnection of devices via the Internet of Devices embedded in everyday 
objects. Mostly this information exchange is machine to machine (Roblek, Meško 
and Krapež, 2016; Stock and Seliger, 2016). The Internet of Services is the 
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interconnection of Services to customers (e.g., social media) (Roblek, Meško and 
Krapež, 2016). The term Smart Factory applies to the factory, which will be more 
efficient, dynamic, and flexible. Smart Factory equips manufacturing with sensors, 
actors and autonomous systems. Machines and equipment will have the ability to 
make decisions and to improve themselves via algorithms and machine learning 
(Roblek, Meško and Krapež, 2016; Mrugalska and Wyrwicka, 2017). The 
Sustainable Biomaterials Industry is in the researching phase to develop methods 
to get from Industry 3.0 to Industry 4.0. 
Sustainable Biomaterials Industry 
As of 2017, the sustainable biomaterials industries accounted for 
approximately five percent of the total U.S. manufacturing gross domestic product 
(GDP) and employed more than 937,000 people. The industry met a payroll of 
roughly $50 billion in 2017 and was seen in the top ten manufacturing sector 
employers in 45 states (U.S Chamber of Commerce, 2018). Five percent of 
manufacturing GDP in the United States in 2017 was comprised of industry 
shipments of approximately $282 billion from a total of 5,292 manufacturing 
facilities that contributed state and local taxes for roughly one billion dollars in state 
and local taxes (U.S. Department of Energy, 2018). A study by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture considered it an employment growth industry with an 
increase in demand for employment by more than five percent (57,900 openings) 
between 2015 and 2020 for college graduates with bachelors or higher degrees 
(U.S Chamber of Commerce, 2018). The agricultural processing industries 
contributed $82 billion in output or 5.5% of GDP in the U.S. in 2017 (Dunham and 
Associates, 2017). This Industry employed approximately three million Americans 
in 2017 (Dunham and Associates, 2017). 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2017) noted, sustainable 
biomaterials industries are based on renewable and sustainable raw materials, i.e., 
materials retrieved from forests and residues take carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere and help the global carbon balance. However, traditional competitors, 
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such as Canada, Scandinavia, and Japan followed the global leader (US) for 
decades, and now emerging countries (Brazil, Chile, China, Indonesia) have 
entered in the renewable Industry. Technical challenges confronting the industry 
are deciding on using recycled materials cost-effectively, meeting environmental 
regulations, decreasing energy costs, and a declining land base (U.S. Department 
of Energy, 2018). The proposed research on improving the overall data quality for 
advanced data mining will assist this industry in providing new solutions for 
problems by using analytical-based research. 
Big Data 
Big data is defined as linkable information with large volumes and complete 
data structures (Khoury and Ioannidis, 2014; Liu et al., 2016) that cannot be 
efficiently processed by standard database methods and tools (Batini et al., 2015). 
Big data started as a technical problem; now, it is key to business success. In 
general, Laney (2001) Gandomi and Haider (2015) and Saidulu (2017) describe 
the three ‘V's’ of big data (Figure 2). The three ‘V’s’ are defined as 1) Volume (the 
volume of the big data should be large); 2) Variety (big data comes from different 
sources); and 3) Velocity (big data is updating in real-time or almost real-time). For 
manufacturing data, this means sensors frequently measure data points on a 
production line and store the data is an industrial data warehouse database, which 
addresses the first ‘V’ of volume. Measurement data are not just from sensors; 
quality control data are also measured in a destructive testing lab and stored in an 
independent database, providing the second ‘V’ of variety. The sensor data are 
measured in a frequency of milliseconds and are stored in real-time data, which 
addresses the third ‘V’ of velocity. Two more V’s were recently added to the original 
three ‘V’s’: veracity (to look at the trustworthiness) and value (useful information 
that can be extracted) (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). According to the five criteria 
(volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value), the manufacturing data from the 
sustainable biomaterials industry are considered big data.  
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In the past decade, scientists started to focus on big data because 
information became available through new technologies in vast amounts (Liu et 
al., 2016). The richness and availability of data continue to increase steadily (Liu 
et al., 2016). However, data scientists and manufacturers research the continuous 
improvement of data quality and data analytics and encounter significant problems. 
Practitioners sometimes tend to trust the integrity of big data sets without further 
analysis. Anderson (2008) wrote, “with enough data, the numbers speak for 
themselves.” In contrary, Liu et al. (2016) stated that most of the big data datasets 
do not get supervised by scientific investigators or governmental agencies, which 
implies low authenticity and credibility of the results.  
Big data sometimes comes with big problems. The first possible bias in the 
data sets is that companies collect data with the purpose of profit. Therefore, 
scientific methods like random and reliable sampling are sometimes violated (Liu 
et al., 2016). Many companies have a free hand over the sampling methods and 
algorithms used. If the company decides to change its methods or algorithms of 
sampling, this change may not be easily detected in a continuous dataset. 
Subsequently, analysis of a dataset from shifted sampling methods can lead to 
erroneous results and models that are not robust (Batini et al., 2015; Liu et al., 
2016).  
A second problem is information incompleteness and noise in big data. The 
initial use of the data in commercial use and the repurposing of datasets results 
presents many issues. For example, major problems include the presence of null-
values in the data-base that resulted from sensors failing and the time periods 
during which they were replaced. The sensor's accuracy (and or functioning) and 









A third problem is the representativeness of big data. Businesses collect the 
data with the purpose of profit, which means the data represents the data of the 
company’s interest (Liu et al., 2016; Liu, Song and Duan, 2016; Cordeiro, 
Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 2017). A fourth problem is not occurring in 
manufacturing big data, but the relatability and consistency of the analysis of data 
with algorithms in the background that incorrectly autocomplete sentences or 
inaccurately predict interests (e.g., Google, Facebook or Twitter). Algorithms using 
big data can also lead to ethical issues in reporting of the results, i.e., as soon as 
data from an individual can be tracked, the question arises on ethically acceptable 
and privacy issues (Liu et al., 2016).  
Big data in research should address big errors to find new reliable data 
analysis to decrease errors which are directly addressed in this thesis. Further, 




















research designs such as experimental designs to eliminate the influence of 
providers. Also, multiple data sources should be used to validate the findings 
based on big data. Research ethics and best practices should be worldwide and 
further implemented in governmental, university, and commercial usage (Liu et al., 
2016; Cordeiro, Deschamps and Pinheiro de Lima, 2017).  
Programming Languages Fundamental to Thesis 
According to Robinson (2017), Python® is a programming language 
predicted to dominate software applications in the near future (Figure 3). At the 
moment, however, Java® and C++® are considered by many to be better than 
Python® (Table 1). JavaScript® has more users currently, but the trend indicates 
that Python® has the highest increase in interest over time since 2012 (Table 1) 
(Petkov, 2018). Data analysis is the primary use of Python®, and web development 
is considered secondary. The performance of Python® is slower than C® or C++®, 
and the usage primary for Computers (Jodlowska, 2018). Open Source, supportive 
community, and a vast library are advantages of Python® (Robinson, 2017; 
Jodlowska, 2018). Python® is a general-purpose, interpreted, high-level 
programing language and was created in 1990 by Guido van Rosso (Python® 
Software Foundation, 2019). 
Database and Database Systems 
SQL® and NoSQL are the two dominant database systems. SQL® 
(Structured Query Language) is structured in tables with relations and follow the 
relational algebra rules. SQL® systems are suitable for data structured in rows, 
like manufacturing data. The database follows the on-write approach, where the 
datum must be inserted in a specific form to avoid errors. This approach also 
guarantees the same result for the same query when no new data are added 
(w3schools, 2019). NoSQL systems, like Hadoop® or MongoDB®, store data in 




Table 1: Comparison of scripting languages (Petkov, 2018). 
Language TIOBE Rating GitHub pull usage trend 
 [%] [Million people]  
Java 14.21% 0.98 decrease 
C++ 5.60% 0.41 ups and downs 
Python® 4.67% 1.00 impressive increase 
JavaScript 3.47% 2.30 steady increase 
Ruby 2.41% 0.87 decrease 








The system is optimal for data whose form is unknown. Companies like 
Google or Facebook are using NoSQL systems for their inputs. NoSQL systems 
work with the on-read approach. It does not matter what format the incoming datum 
has; it gets stored. Requests in NoSQL systems search for keywords for a specific 
timespan and presents the found results. NoSQL queries do not have the same 
result every time (MongoDB Inc., 2019). 
Data Fusion 
Data fusion is a new paradigm for integrating data from multiple sources, 
where the fused dataset can generate more information than the sum of the single 
datasets (Iyengar, Sastry and Balakrishnan, 2003). The process of combining data 
and information from various sources is called data (Oxley and Thorsen, 2006). In 
the literature, data fusion and data integration often fall for the same procedure. 
Fusion is used to map various objects to a single object. Integration is used when 
smaller systems get connected to a bigger system (Oxley and Thorsen, 2006). 
Fused data helps companies reduce resources, increase competitiveness and 
support better decision foundations (Lund, 2017; U.S. Department of 
Transportation, 2017). Also, fields like data availability, accuracy, completeness, 
consistency, clarity, processing time, accountability can be improved with fused 
data (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2017). Data fusion can alleviate current 
problems and support the system (Iyengar, Sastry and Balakrishnan, 2003). 
Variance, time-lag, and increasing data volume are problems for data 
fusion. Data collected from various sources vary in different ways (variance, 
outliers, missing values, number of products, frequency) (Qi and Tao, 2018), it 
includes natural variation, product variation, and different products. The number of 
installed sensors across the whole manufacturing value-chain is growing by a 
massive rate (Tao et al., 2018). Next, the time-lag in manufacturing data causes 
biased or false conclusions in the analysis. The time-lag is the time difference 
between the measurements of one product on the production line, or as defined in 
the dictionary “an interval of time between two related phenomena (such as a 
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cause and its effect)” (Merriam-Webster, 2019). The technology for data collection 
and fusion, as well as data handling is not fully ready for smart manufacturing 
(Jabbar et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2018). 
To fuse big data, the data link between the data tables must be determined 
(Augustian et al., 2018). For process modeling the fusion relies on information 
gathered off- and online (Vandone, Baraldo and Valente, 2018). To create those 
links, there are three different data fusion architectures (Castanedo, 2013). The 
centralized architecture inputs the datum of the different sensors and aligns 
associates and estimates the datum to a complete master dataset (Figure 4). The 
opposite is the decentralized architecture (Figure 5) The fusion process generates 
multiple sub-datasets with parts of the aggregate data. This architecture can be 
useful when data cannot be directly transferred to a single product (Castanedo, 
2013). The third architecture is the distributed architecture; it performs multiple 
centralized fusions and fuses those to the final fusion node. To be able to archive 
the data fusion, first, the software and devices must be integrated (Theorin et al., 
2015). 
Increased efficiency is a huge factor in the papers on data fusion (Augustian 
et al., 2018; Jabbar et al., 2018; Qi and Tao, 2018; Tao et al., 2018). The efficiency 
increase is argued by data collection (Tao et al., 2018), quicker producibility of 
predictive models (Augustian et al., 2018) and bottleneck (slowest/weakest 
performer in the system) detection (Qi and Tao, 2018). It is a step further to smart 





Figure 4: Centralized architecture of data fusion (Castanedo, 2013). 
 
 






















“Without big data analytics, companies are blind and deaf, wandering out 
onto the Web like deer on a freeway” (Moore, 2012). The web made vast amounts 
of data as HTML documents available. HTML was designed to present data, not 
for computations (Rao, Gudivada, and Raghavan, 2015). Data warehouses were 
introduced in 1980 and brought up big data and big data quality issues. With the 
beginning of Industry 4.0, the focus on the quality of big data began (Rao, 
Gudivada, and Raghavan, 2015). 
The range of applications for big data provides potential consequences for 
assessing data quality, which can have far-reaching impacts on analytical 
outcomes (Rao, Gudivada and Raghavan, 2015). 90% of the existing data is in an 
unstructured form (Saidulu, 2017). There is a shortage of awareness the need for 
high-quality data (Hazen et al., 2017). According to Hazen et al. (2017) by 
implementing data quality methods, the data quality should improve; confidence in 
the quality of the data will expand, and the decision quality will be enhanced. 
‘Quality data’ is essential for all analytical purposes (Becker, King and McMullen, 
2015) and transcends across multiple information technology departments (Rao, 
Gudivada and Raghavan, 2015). Most data are often machine-generated by 
cameras, IoT networks, monitoring devices, social media or sensors (Rao, 
Gudivada and Raghavan, 2015) which makes future data management more 
complex, sensitive and combines them with potential errors (Thomas and Jacob, 
2016).  
Big data quality varies from one technology application to another. Correct 
and accurate instruments that generate raw data can be highly valuable for 
advanced analytics (Becker, King, and McMullen, 2015). With every measurement 
taken, the volume of the data increases, but the data quality is not ensured. Big 
data quality problems will generally increase proportionally (linear) to volume and 
variety of data collected (Becker, King and McMullen, 2015). Depending on the 
variety of sources and how homogenous or heterogeneous the data are, it provides 
varying levels of complexity to assess data quality (Becker, King and McMullen, 
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2015). Human-generated data quality issues are challenging to identify, 
understand, and correct (Becker, King and McMullen, 2015). Sensor data quality 
depends on the space, time and shape of data (Batini et al., 2015) and is the focus 
of this thesis. 
The term ‘data quality’ does not necessarily transcend to the term ‘big data 
quality.’ Data quality is the effort of collecting, assessing, and improving the quality 
of the data. ‘Big data quality’ implies further data algorithmic processing by 
collecting, fusing, analyzing quality, post-processing refinement, and the use of 
analytics of the data (Batini et al., 2015).  
Industry and research are exploring tools and techniques for managing big 
data quality (Becker, King and McMullen, 2015). An important step is that 
companies switch from human data entry to automated device capture, which 
improves the value of the data (Becker, King and McMullen, 2015). Current 
approaches to big data quality are rapidly evolving (Rao, Gudivada, and 
Raghavan, 2015). Data output and storage are part of almost every industrial 
process. Data warehousing and big data mining gives industries methods for 
robust, sustainable quality assessment and consistent processing (Micic et al., 
2018). However, developers must be sensitive with big data quality issues; e.g., 
accurately identifying patterns of error in the data and discovering the root cause 
of such errors (Becker, Kin, and McMullen, 2015). 
Quantitative and qualitative data assessments are used to determine the 
fitness for the usage of data. Researchers look at several factors to assess the 
data; Micic et al. (2018) and Batini et al. (2015) both describe the factors 
completeness, consistency, uniqueness, redundancy, accuracy, accessibility, and 
trust. After assessing the fit for use that gets modified to improve the data quality, 
process modeling, and predictive analysis is the central approach (Rao, Gudivada 
and Raghavan, 2015). 
The predictive analysis brings a variety of techniques that are rooted in 
statistical significance. Small samples from the population should represent the 
whole relationship of variables, but small sample sizes do not represent the big 
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data (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). To get the right algorithm to improve quality, 
heterogeneity, noise, correlation, causation, and the independence of errors has 
to be analyzed (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). 
 
Data Imputation 
Missing data are omnipresent in big data. In the literature, the missing data 
are divided into three categories, missing at random (MAR), missing not at random 
(MNAR), and missing completely at random (MCAR) (Nakagawa and Freckleton, 
2008). 
MCAR means that variables are not correlated to missing values. MAR describes 
missing data in the response variable that is unrelated after adjusting one or more 
variables. MNAR explains missing values in the variable that is dependent on the 
variable (Nakagawa and Freckleton, 2008). MCAR, MAR, and MNAR are 
visualized in Figure 6. In the case of manufacturing data, the data should be MAR 
or MCAR; those can be justified in the presence of a rich set of predictors in the 
model (Allison, 2000). Analysis with complete data records and the exclusion of 
incomplete records can result in information loss or bias. Therefore scientists 




Figure 6: Illustrations of the three missing data categories, MAR, MNAR, MCAR. Blue represents 




Original set Indicator imputation Mean imputation 
   
Random imputation Last observation carried forward Linear regression 
   
Hot-deck imputation K nearest neighbors (k=2) Linear regression multiple imputation 
   
Figure 7: Visualization of eight different imputation methods. Blue values represent the test 




Table 2: Comparison of different imputation methods. 
Method How Y= 
indicator method an indicator replaces missing values Y=0 
mean/median missing values replaced by mean/median Y= Mean/Median 
random missing values replaced by random Y= Random 
LOCF missing values replaced the last known value Y=Yi-1 
hot deck a median of a small subset replaces missing 
values 
Y=mean subset(s) 
linear regression missing values are replaced by regression on 
the predictor variable 
Y= formula from 
regression 
kNN missing values replaced by the mean of the k 
nearest observations  
Y= mean k nearest neighbors 
multiple 
imputation 
missing values are replaced mean of several 




There are several data imputation methods. The mean, mode, or median 
imputation is the fastest imputation method; it is efficient when a minimal amount 
of data is missing (Zhang, 2016). Mean imputation with lots of missing data causes 
a bias in the analysis (Figure 7) (Zhang, 2016). The last observation carried 
forward (LOCF), or last known value method imputes the last known value into the 
database, this might fix the problem with the current variable, but correlations to 
other variables are not provided with this imputation method, though the values 
can be close with autocorrelated data. The same problem occurs with random 
imputation (Figure 7). To recreate correlations between variables, the regression 
imputation was introduced (Allison, 2000). Simple linear regression or multiple 
linear regressions are performed to recreate the missing value. Regression 
imputation might produce more accurate values but is problematic if more than one 
value is missing (Zhang, 2016). An effective way to impute data is the k nearest 
neighbor method. The imputed value is the value of the closest neighbor or the 
median of the k nearest neighbors. The hot deck method uses one of the other 
methods, with the difference that the dataset gets split into logical subsets (decks) 
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(age groups, product types). The multiple imputation method splits the dataset into 
smaller random subsets and trains the method on multiple sets. Every training 
method calculates values for the primary dataset, and a pooled value gets imputed. 
Multiple imputation increases random error (Allison, 2000; Zhang, 2016). The main 
problem of these methods is that all are biasing the random error (Zhang, 2016).  
Predictive Modeling  
The procedure of predictive modeling uses data and statistics to predict future 
results with algorithms (Özel and Karpat, 2005; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). A 
predictive model creates correlations between given explanatory variables and 
dependent variables (Gartner Inc., 2019; MicroStrategy, 2019). To create a 
successful predictive model, seven steps (Figure 8) are advised (Özel and Karpat, 
2005; MathWorks Inc., 2019). Cleaning the data is the first step (removing NULL-
values and false measurements and aligning the data). The second step is to 
identify if the modeling approach is parametric or nonparametric. The third step 
includes preprocessing of the data into a format suitable for a model. Next, the 
dataset gets split into training and validation data sets, followed by checking the 
goodness of fit of the model. Validation of the fit occurs on the validation data set. 
The last step is the use of the model to predict future data (Özel and Karpat, 2005; 
MathWorks Inc., 2019). 
Predicted data are needed to make more accurate decisions and obtain 
control data earlier in the process (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Robustness of 
predictions is fundamental to predictive modeling. Computer programs assess the 
correlations between unrelated data, which may lead to erroneous predictions, i.e., 
latent and indirect correlations from sensor data in a manufacturing process may 
lead to false conclusions of key variables influencing strength properties. Different 
model techniques are more applicable for different processes, i.e., model 
techniques created to reduce the number of variables and reduce collinearity, e.g., 
partial least squares (Özel and Karpat, 2005; Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Model 

































Key Methods for Predictive Modeling & Advanced Algorithms 
Predictive modeling uses a variety of methods, and a description of some 
of the common methods used in this thesis are given below. A detailed review of 
each method is not presented given the breadth of literature on the subject. A 
general overview that highlights the unique contributions of each method is 
presented. The eight chosen predictive models (MLR, Rigde, LASSO, PCR, PLS, 
RT boosted, NN) provide a broad variety of usage, from linear relations to methods 
which address collinearity as well as methods which are able to handle multiple 
products.  
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) 
Multiple linear regression (MLR) calculates linear correlations among the 
dependent variable and independent variables (Pearson, 1930) and predicts a 
dependent variable with an intrinsically linear function, Equation [1] is the primary 
goal (Kenton, 2019; SAS Institution Inc., 2019b). To get the best fit of the line, the 
least-squares method is typically used as a default. The least-squares method 
calculates a straight line through the data and minimizes the squared distances 
from the data points to the regression line. The input data assumes a linear 
relationship between the variables and the average of dependent variable 
assuming non-correlated independent variables with normally distributed residuals 
with a mean of zero and constant variance, i.e., ~N(0, 𝜎2) (Flom, 2018; Kenton, 
2019). The seven main assumptions for the MLR (Darlington and Hayes, 2017) 
are: 1) dependent variable is normally distributed; 2) the data has a linear 
relationship; 3) the variance of the residuals is constant; 4) the errors are 
independent (absence of autocorrelation); 5), all variables are random variables; 
6) the explanatory variables should not be highly correlated (multicollinearity); 7) 
the residuals are normally distributed. Using incomplete data limits the robustness 
of MLR models even when the above assumptions are met (Flom, 2018). MLR is 
also sensitive to outliers or data that exert undue leverage on the fitted line (Flom, 




 𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝𝑥𝑖𝑝 [1] 
 
i = n observations 
Yi = dependent variable 
Xi = explanatory variables 
β0 = y-intercept 
βp = slope coefficients for each xi 
ε = error term (residuals) 
 
Ridge Regression 
Ridge regression is useful (Seif, 2018) when the independent variables are 
highly correlated, or the number of observations is smaller than the number of 
independent variables (Saptashwa, 2018; Seif, 2018), which is known as ‘poor 
dimensionality’ of the dataset and is a common problem in the sustainable 
biomaterials industries. While multiple linear regression minimizes the sum of the 
squared error term, ridge regression minimizes the sum of square error term plus 
a penalty term (Equation [2]). The least-square method calculates the best fit of 
the coefficients and does not adhere to the stringent assumptions of the MLR. 
Ridge regression addresses the problem of multicollinearity (highly correlated 
predictors). Multicollinearity can increase standard errors of the regression 
coefficients, deflate t-tests, give false or nonsignificant p-values, or decrease the 
accuracy of predictions.  
There are five sources of multicollinearity (Montgomery and Peck, 1982): 1) 
collection of a very small dataset in a narrow space, time, or area can create 
multicollinearity, which is not present in the original population; 2) physical 
constraints of the model or population (e.g., physically, politically, or legally) can 
create multicollinearity; 3) over-defined models with more variables than 
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observations.; 4) using variables which are powers or interactions or other units of 
another variable; and 5) extreme outliers can cause or hide multicollinearity.  
The simplest way to visualize collinearity is by pairwise scatterplots of the 
independent variables. A more accurate way to determine collinearity is the 
variance inflation factor (VIF). VIFs of ten or higher are indicative of collinear 
variables (Akinwande, Dikko, and Samson, 2015).  
 As previously stated, ridge regression minimizes the sum of the squared 
residuals plus the penalty (λ * slope²), where 0  λ  . If the λ =0, there is no 
penalty term, and ridge regression and MLR are equivalent. Lowering λ decreases 
the slope of the regression line. The slope only can get close to zero, but never 
zero. Ridge regression helps reduce variance by shrinking parameters and making 
the predictions less sensitive to the coefficients; this helps reduce the impact of 


















M = instances 
P = features 
W = coefficients 
I = observed values 
Y = dependent variable 
X = explanatory variables 






Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) regression 
operates in a similar method as ridge regression but uses a different penalty 
calculation. In both cases, a biasing term (or penalty) reduces multicollinearity and 
overall model variance (Tibishirani, 1996). Ridge regression uses the squared 
coefficients, while LASSO regression uses absolute values bias (Equation[3]).The 
LASSO regression helps to reduce the over-fitting of the model and reduces 
irrelevant variables to zero (Saptashwa, 2018; Seif, 2018). Therefore, LASSO 
regression is a little bit better than ridge regression at reducing variance in models 
that contain a lot of irrelevant variables. In contrast to ridge regression, LASSO 
regression tends to perform better when most variables are useful. The exclusion 
of irrelevant variables via the LASSO regression makes the final equation simpler 
















M = instances 
P = features 
w = coefficients 
I = observed values 
Y = dependent variable 
X = explanatory variables 




Principal Component Regression (PCR) 
Principal component regression uses the principal components (PC) of the 
explanatory variables for the regression model. The principal components are 
calculated with the principal component analysis. Therefore, the data are plotted 
in a high dimensional coordinate system where the number of dimensions is equal 
to the number of variables. The data gets centered (averaged in every direction, 
and the center of gravity is shifted to 0). From the centered data, a vector matrix 
(n*n) is calculated with the variance and covariance of all variables. A linear 
transformation of the original dataset transforms data points into principal 
components, and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are calculated.  
The eigenvectors describe the direction of the vector, and the eigenvalue 
describes the magnitude. All vectors are perpendicular to each other. The 
eigenvalues get sorted by size, and the highest eigenvalue is the PC1. Dividing 
the eigenvalues by n-1 and summing all those up, gives the total explained 
variation. The sum of the eigenvalues divided by n-1 divided by the total variation 
provides the percentage of variation this principal component explains in this 
system (Pearson, 1901; Shlens, 2005).  
The primary use of this method is to overcome collinearly (Wold, Esbensen 
and Geladi, 1987; Liu et al., 2003). The other idea is to reduce the dimension of 
the regression, but it only calculates new values (principal components) out of all 
explanatory variables without eliminating unimportant ones (Liu et al., 2003; Li and 
Wang, 2014). Another issue with PCA is that its variance determines the 
importance of a variable. Therefore, variables with high variance are treated as 
important, while variables with low variance are treated as noise. Given that PCA 
relies on the variance-covariance matrix, the data must be standardized given the 
presence of scale variations which makes it difficult to directly interpret the model 
relative to the ease of interpretation of the coefficients in an MLR model. Data are 
assumed to be linear and orthogonal to each other, and when the assumption is 




Partial Least Squares Regression (PLS) 
Partial least squares regression (PLS) reduces the explanatory variables to 
a smaller uncorrelated set of components and performs a least-squares regression 
on the subset instead of all variables. PLS is useful when explanatory variables 
are collinear or when there are more explanatory variables than observations or 
when ordinary least squares regression fails or calculates coefficients with high 
standard errors. PLS does not assume that the dependent variables are fixed, 
unlike MLR. Therefore, predictors can be measured with error, making PLS more 
robust against measurement inaccuracies (Lorber, Wangen, and Kowalski, 1987).  
The benefit of PLS is that it can fit several dependent variables in one model 
(Addinsoft, 2018). PLS can be seen as to interconnected PCA analysis, PCA(X) 
and PCA(Y). PLS regression models the dependent variables in a multivariate 
way, and results can vary significantly from individually calculated dependent 
variables. Figure 9 illustrates how the different variables load the first and second 
factor of the PLS regression. 
When using PCA to reduce features, the principle is to maximize the 
variance of the features itself. PCA calculates those features as high-dimensional 
points and does not take their classification label into account. PLS, on the other 
side, uses the annotated label to maximize inter-class variance. The primary use 






Figure 9: Partial least squares correlation loading plot of the simulated dataset for this study. 
Green dots show the loading and direction of the independent variables; the blue dots show the 




Boosted Regression Trees 
Regression trees predict continuous dependent variables and are a subset 
of a much larger body known as decision trees. Regression develops nodes or 
leaves in the shape of decision trees. The split of each leaf or node is done to 
minimize the generalized variance associated with the sum of squares error (SSE) 
for each leaf. There are several techniques available to the analyst, and techniques 
are typically a function of the software capabilities. The splitting of a leaf to 
minimize the SSE can be based on the simple arithmetic average, simple linear 
regression, MLR, polynomial regression, quantile regression, etc.. All regression 
tree models have one or more input variables and one output variable (Figure 10).  
Developing regression trees using bootstrapping (a resampling method) 
helps in prediction from regression trees (Efron, 1979). Boosted trees are still a 
form of ‘greedy algorithms’ and suffer from overfitting of the data which leads to 
poor validation (Sutton, 2005; Elith, Leathwick, and Hastie, 2008; Tufts, 2015). 
 
 




















Neural Networks (NN) 
A neural network (NN) is a series of algorithms, modeled like the neurons 
of the human brain, designed to identify patterns (Bain, 1873). NN interprets 
information through machine observation, classification, or grouping data. These 
networks help to interpret images, classify text, compare documents, detect 
anomalies, or predict variables. An input, hidden, and output layer from a simple 
neural network. Nodes connect the layers and form a network of interconnected 
nodes (Figure 11) (Donges, 2018; skymind, 2018; SAS Institution Inc., 2019a).  
To calculate the output, the input nodes must be entered into the system. 
All input nodes are multiplied by a factor (arrows in Figure 11) and added up in the 
hidden layer node. This procedure is done with every additional layer until it 
reaches the output layer. Input variables (nodes) have different impacts on the next 
layer. Therefore, the factor (arrows in Figure 11) can be from 0 (no impact) to 
infinity (extremely influential).  
Compared to regression trees or other regression methods, NN are tough 
to interpret and are a type of ‘black box’ model, meaning there is a well-trained 
output, but there is no easy way to interpret the model. 
With increasing computational power, NN can handle more and more 
variables and more massive datasets. The needed computational power for a NN 
is not only dependent on the data size, but also on the depth and complexity of the 
network created. For example, a NN with one layer and 50 neurons will be much 
faster than a bootstrapped forest with 1,000 trees. In comparison, a NN with 50 
layers will be much slower than a bootstrapped forest with only ten trees. 
One advantage of NN is the ability to model complex and non-linear 
relationships in the data. Unlike other prediction methods (MLR, PLS, Ridge, 




Figure 11: Simple neural network with input, hidden, and output layer connected via nodes 
(Bhadeshia, 1999). 
Model Validation 
Developing a robust model (extreme observations have little effect on the 
predictions and predictions are sustained with the same model) is the goal of any 
predictive modeling effort, and the validation is essential to prevent overfitting of 
the model and to find the best parameters (Kelley, 2017). Without validation, the 
model is perfectly fitted to the whole dataset, but the performance on new data is 
unknown (Raschka, 2018). The principle of validation is to train the model on just 
a part of the data and validate it on the other part of the data set. Through this split, 
the performance of new data can be measured (Kelley, 2017; Raschka, 2018).  
The two most common validation methods are the hold-out and k-fold 
validation (Figure 12). The hold-out validation splits the entire dataset into two 
parts (common is 80% training and 20% validation or testing data sets) 
(Bronshtein, 2017). The model is trained or developed on the test data and 






because it is dependent on which data reside in the split datasets. A common 
second method is the k-fold method, where the data are split into k-folds (k = 
random chosen number). Each fold is one-time in the validation dataset, and all 
others are used as the training dataset. A benefit of k-folds is the model is trained 
and validated k-times, and therefore, assesses more variation in the dataspace 
and prevents overfitting. In contrary to the hold-out method, the k-fold method has 
to be calculated k-times, which is more computer-intensive (Zhao, 2016; ebc Inc., 




Figure 12: Illustration for hold-out and k-fold data set split and validation (Zheng, 2015). 
  
data set data set 
training set 
validation set 
Hold-out validation k-fold validation 




MATERIALS, METHODS, AND TECHNIQUES 
Concept of the Software Program  
There are two main functions of the software program: 1) cleaning the 
database (fusing, aligning, quality assessing, imputing data); 2) and predicting 
destructive test data of manufacturing databases. The research will demonstrate 
the potential of a new data quality management method. The idea is an iterative 
program that processes every new input and predicts the associated quality control 
(QC) value (e.g., destructive tests from a laboratory). There are two iterations of 
the program. The first iteration calculates all methods and models (to be explained 
in detail as follows), and the second iteration uses the calculated methods and 
models of the first iteration.  
In the first iteration, every X seconds (preset value is five seconds, but can 
be individually changed), the program starts one of the two cycles. It recalculates 
if a new QC value is entered (“yes-loop” in Figure 13) and uses the calculations 
when no new QC value is entered (“no-loop” in Figure 13). In the ‘yes-case’ the 
program fuses and aligns all new data entries, looks at the data quality in the 
quality assessment part, selects and calculates an imputation method for every 
column in the database, imputes missing values, selects calculation variables, 
selects and calculates a predictive model for every QC variable, and predicts the 
new QC values.  
If “no”, the program goes through the same steps without recalculating the 
imputation method and predictive model (Figure 13). In the following chapters, the 









Computing Environment  
The software system needs two software pieces to function, a MySQL® 
database for the data storage and Python® to run the code. 
Database 
The program uses the MySQL® 8.0 database from Oracle 
(www.mysql.com). The MySQL® database has the name “program” with the “root” 
as the username and the password “Root.” The database has five entities, two 
input entities, one clarification entity, and two output entities (see Figure 14). The 
“qualitycontrol” entity uses quality control measurements (e.g., bending tests, 
thickness swell or all destructive tests) for the database. The timestamp is the 
primary key (the primary key is a unique value for each record of the table) for all 
input and output entities. The “qualitycontrol” entity needs an input number 
(inputNo) that automatically increments the next higher integer for every new input. 
The “inputNo” assures the program can detect a new input in the “qualitycontrol” 
entity. After those two variables, “TimeStamp” and “inputNo,” all quality control 
variables are in the “qualitycontrol” entity. Necessary for the program to function is 
the order of first the “TimeStamp”, second the “inputNo” and then all the quality 
control variables.  
The second input table is the “sensordata” table with first the timestamp 
“STime” as primary key and the measured line speed as the second variable 
“Linespeed” followed by all sensor variables. The “sensordistance” entity holds the 
sensor name “SensorName” of every sensor in the system. Every sensor name 
has to be unique because “SensorName” is used as the primary key. The variable 
“Distance” holds the distance from the quality control measurement point to the 
sensor in the distance unit of the speed (e.g., if the speed is measured in meter 
per second, the unit is meter).  
Six variables declare minimum and maximum values of the sensors (the 
range the sensor can measure), of the produced product in the production line 
(range the product can be in, i.e., the moisture content cannot be negative) and of 
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the machine (range the machine can operate). These minimum and maximum 
values are essential for the calculations of the quality assessment. One output 
entity is the “fuseddatameasured” entity. This entity has the same “TimeStamp” 
values as the “qualitycontrol,” which should be far less than the number of rows in 
the “sensordata” entity. The “TimeStamp” also is the primary key of this entity. The 
“inputNo” is also from the “qualitycontrol” entity, and the “Linespeed” is from the 
“sensordata” entity. “Assessed,” the fourth variable, is an integer between 0 and 3 
that shows if the value was quality assessed. After the “Assessed” variable, the 
QC variables followed by the sensor variables are entered into the 
“fuseddatameasured” table. The “fueseddarapredition” entity has the “TimeStamp” 
as a primary key, which is equal to the timestamps of the “sensordata” entity. The 
“Assessed” variable is the same concept as in the “fuseddatameasured” entity. 
The “Linespeed” values are the line speed values of “sensordata” entity at the 
same timestamp. After those three variables (“TimeStamp,” “Assessed” and 
“Linespeed”) the QC variables are in this entity, these values are not copied from 
the “qualitycontrol” entity, they get predicted in the process of the program. Sensor 







Figure 14: Schema of the database. 
 
Python® 
The code used for the program is written in Python® 3.7 (www.python.org). 
In order to run the program, the following extension modules of Python® 3.7 have 
to be installed: MySQL® connector, xlwt, xlrd, xlutils, sklearn, numpy, pandas, and 
outliers. The code is structured in 10 files (Table 3). The index file (Table 3: number 
1) combines all other files’ functions and includes the loop in which the program is 
running. Files two to ten (Table 3) include the functions for all the steps of the 
program. For the research, a separate report function and index file were created 





Table 3: File structure of the program. 
No File Name Comment 
1 Index.py / Index_research.py depending on normal run or research run 
loads all functions and starts the loop 
2 DataFusion.py functions for data fusion 
3 QualityAssessment.py functions for Min/Max and Grubbs quality 
assessment 
4 DataImputationMethod.py choosing algorithm for data imputation 
5 DataImputation.py function for imputing data 
6 VariableSelection.py function for variable pre-selection 
7 ModelMethod.py choosing algorithm for predictive model 
8 ModelMethodCalculation.py function for training of predictive model 
9 ModelImputation.py function for predicting data 
10 ResearchReport.py needs a further document “research.xls” 
Index File and Input Variables 
The index.py file must be started to begin the program. This file loads all 
other files into the index file and starts the loop. Before running the program, the 
user can individualize variables at the beginning; these variables are described in 
Table 4. 
In the first part of the index file, the variables get defined. Followed by the 
function definition “def Program()”, which defines and calculates the steps of the 
program according to Figure 13. The decision if the program should start the yes 
or “no-loop” is calculated by the comparison of the stored maximum value of the 
“inputNo” from the qualitycontrol entity to the maximum “inputNo” of this loop. If the 
“inputNo” are the same, the program starts the “no-loop,” if they differ the “yes-
loop” (Figure 13) starts. The last part in the index file starts the “Program()” function 





Table 4: Changeable variables in the index.py file of the program. 
Variable Name Preset 
value 
Description 
secondsBetweenCheck 5 This value sets the interval after how 
many seconds the loop should restart 
LinespeedMedianValues 10 This value looks at how many line-
speed values are examined, and the 
median is placed into the two output 
entities 
PercentTrainingsData 0.8 The percentage of how much data is 
in the training data set and validation 
data set for the imputation method 
and the predictive model validation 
folds 10 A number of parts in which the dataset 
gets split and ensures every subset is 
included in the validation data set 
once at minimum. 
LookBack 4000 The LookBack describes how many 
QC datapoints the programs should 
consider 
Grubbsalpha 0.1 Alpha value for the Grubbs outlier test 
NNAlpha 0.05 Alpha for the Neural network (NN) 
HiddenLayers (100,100,50) The values in the “()” describe how 
many hidden layers the NN will have 
and how many neurons every layer 
has. 
PCANoComponents 6 Value describes how many 
compounds the principal component 
analysis will calculate 
RTbDepth 4 Describes the maximum splits of one 
regression tree 
RtbEstimators 300 Describes how many weak trees the 
regressor will create 
kNNNeigbors 3 The amount of nearest neighbors the 
k nearest neighbors regressor 
averages for the output 
LASSOAlpha 0.5 Alpha value for the LASSO regression 
RidgeAlpha 0.05 Alpha value for the Ridge regression 
LassoCutOff 0 Absolut Lasso Coefficient cut of value 





Data Fusion with Alignment 
Time-ordered data does not represent the measurements of one single 
product. Therefore, the data points have to be restructured via the dynamic time-
lag (André et al., 2008; Young et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2018). 
Simultaneously, the two input entities (sensordata and qualitycontrol) are fused to 
the two output entities (fueseddatameasured and fuseddatapredicted). The 
“fueseddatameasured” table takes all the new input times and the input number of 
the “qualitycontrol” entity (see Figure 15) and stores them in the “TimeStamp” and 
“inputNo” variables of the “fueseddatameasured” entity. The line speed gets added 
from the “sensordata” entity, where a median of X records (X is defined in the input 
variables as LinespeedMedianValues and preset to 10), with the next smaller or 
equal timestamps, represents the line speed for the “TimeStamp” in the 
“qualitycontrol” entity. Young et al. (2014) used the median of the last 100 inputs. 
The dependent variables from the “qualitycontrol” entity are added with the 
corresponding timestamp. The sensor values or independent variables from the 
“sensordata“ tables are calculated with a dynamic time-lag. For the dynamic time-
lag, the distance of the sensor to the quality control measurement point is 
measured as well as the line speed for the specific record. With those two 
variables, the time difference between the two points can be evaluated (time = 
distance/speed). The variable “Assessed” is set to zero in this step of the program. 
The “fuseddatapredicted” entity gets filled with the new times of the “sensordata” 
entity and the median value of the line speed (same method as for the 
fueseddatameasured entity). The variable “Assessed” is set to “0” and the quality 
control variables to NULL. The sensor values for every record are calculated via 
































0:00:00 30 1 1 1
0:00:05 30 2 2 2
0:00:10 30 3 3 3
0:00:15 30 4 4 4
0:00:20 30 5 5 5
0:00:25 30 6 6 6
0:00:30 30 7 7 7
0:00:35 30 8 8 8
0:00:40 30 9 9 9


































Sensor A 450 0 15
Sensor B 300 0 15








































0:00:05 30 0 1
0:00:10 30 0 1 2
0:00:15 30 0 1 2 3
0:00:20 30 0 2 3 4
0:00:25 30 0 3 4 5
0:00:30 30 0 4 5 6
0:00:35 30 0 5 6 7
0:00:40 30 0 6 7 8








































0:00:17 1 30 0 10 1 2 3





The quality assessment part of the program includes two calculations, first 
the minimum and maximum assessment and followed by an outlier test. 
Minimum and Maximum Quality Assessment 
Minimum and maximum quality assessments look at every value to see if it 
is under the minimum or over the maximum (Pipino et al., 2002). If the value is in 
between those two values (minimum and maximum), the value stays in the 
database. If the value is outside the minimum and maximum values, the value gets 
deleted (Figure 16). The minimum and maximum values are stored in the 
“sensordistance” entity. Sensor, product, and machine minimum and maximum 
values are looked at and stored in the “sensordistance” entity. The values 
(minimum and maximum) against which the inputs are checked are the lowest of 
the three maximum values and the largest of the three minimum values. After every 
row is checked, the assessed value is updated to “1” in order to denote which rows 




































0:00:05 30 0 8
0:00:10 30 0 1 5
0:00:15 30 0 6 8 5
0:00:20 30 0 6 4 3
0:00:25 30 0 1 11 -9
0:00:30 30 0 10 10 5
0:00:35 30 0 5 1 5
0:00:40 30 0 -4 2 1


















Sensor A 450 0 15
Sensor B 300 0 15



































0:00:17 1 30 0 10 6 8 5




Grubbs Quality Assessment with and without Subsets 
The Grubbs outlier quality assessment looks at every value and checks if 
the value is under the minimum, or over the maximum critical X value associated 
with the critical Grubbs value. There are two options to calculate the critical Grubbs 
value. The first option looks at the whole column at once; the second option looks 
at the column divided by the product number (variable “Product_no”). Both 
methods are programmed. To calculate the critical values, the dataset or subsets 
are put into the Equations Grubbscrit [4]and xcrit [5] (Grubbs, 1969). The critical X 
values are minimum and maximum values; all inputs in this range stay in the 
database, and all inputs outside the range are replaced with a NULL value. After 
every row is checked, the assessed value is updated to “2” in order to denote which 
rows underwent the Grubbs outlier assessment.  
 
 𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =  ||
(𝑛 − 1) ∗  𝑡𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡




 𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡(min max ) =  ?̅? ±  𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑠 [5] 
 
Gcrit  = absolute critical Grubbs value 
n = sample size 
tcrit = probability of t-distribution with a certain α and degrees of freedom  
xcrit = critical x values for a Grubbs test 
x̅  = mean of the sample 





There are several imputation methods for missing data points, mean 
imputation, median imputation, last observation carried forward (LOCF), random 
imputation, indicator imputation, expectation-maximization (EM), multiple 
imputation (MI), etc.. Zeng et al., 2016 used various imputation methods (EM, MI, 
LOCF, Mean, Median) and improved the root mean square error of prediction 
(RMSEP Equation [6]). In this study, five imputation methods were programmed: 
indicator, median, mean, random, and LOCF imputation, due to the modular 
system, other methods can be easily added. The imputation methods are tested 
on the last X rows (X is defined in the input variables as “LookBack” and preset to 
4000) of the “fueseddatameasured” entity. Every variable is tested for the most 
accurate imputation method, through the voting method (Chen et al., 2009; Witten, 
Frank and Hall, 2011). Therefore, the dataset is split into X folds (X is defined in 
the input variables as folds and preset to 10) (Lachenbruch and Ray Mickey, 1968), 
the X folds split into a test dataset, and a validation dataset according to the preset 
percentage for those to datasets (the percentage is defined in the input variables 
as “PercentTrainingsData” and preset to 0.8).  
There are X (fold) test datasets with associated validation datasets. Every 
method (indicator, median, mean, random, and LOCF) gets trained, see Table 5, 
on the training dataset and validated on the validation dataset. To validate the 
calculation, the RMSEP of every dataset, and the variable is calculated according 
to Formula [6]. Then the mean of the X (fold) RMSEP is calculated. Finally, the 
method with the smallest RMSEP is chosen as the imputation method. The 
imputation method for every variable is subsequently stored.  
Every remaining NULL value in the “fuseddataprediction” (except QC 
variables, which get predicted) and “fuseddatameasurement” gets imputed with 
the previous calculated method. After every NULL value, the “Assessed” value for 





Table 5: Calculation of the five different imputation methods used in this study. 
Method description 
indicator Imputes an indicator instead of the NULL value, indicator is 
preset to 0 
median Imputes the median of the last x (LookBack) inputs 
mean Imputes the mean of the last x (LookBack) inputs 
random Imputes a random value in the range of this variable 





 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑃 =  √






yi = observed values 
ŷi = fitted values 






Predicting variables from a dataset with a lot of independent variables but 
a small amount of data records results in poor dimensionality of the dataset, and 
typically leads to predictive models that are not robust (André et al., 2008; Zeng et 
al., 2016; Tian et al., 2018). Computational power generally increases with more 
independent variables. Zeng et al. (2016) used the LASSO coefficient (β < 10-5) as 
the discriminatory variable to include or exclude the independent variable. André 
et al. (2008a) used a genetic algorithm to reduce the variable size. Tian et al. 
(2018) used stepwise regression and genetic algorithms for variable size 
reduction. Variable preselection increased the accuracy of predictions in previous 
studies (André et al., 2008; Zeng et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2018).  
In this study, the ‘sklearn Python® module’ was used with the LASSO 
function. For this function, the last X (LookBack) rows of the entity 
“fuseddatameasured” are used. The rows with the independent sensor variables 
and dependent quality control variables are entered, and the LASSO regression is 
calculated on the full dataset. With the command “lasso.coef_,” the β values of the 
regression (Equation [1]) are printed. If the absolute β values are lower than the 
cut-off X (X is defined in the input variables as “LassoCutOff” and preset to “0”), 
the variable will be excluded in the predictive modeling.  
Predictive Modeling from the Fused and Data Quality Improved 
Database 
Predictive models are created for every dependent variable as the last step 
of the program “yes-loop” (Figure 13). The approach used by Tian et al. (2018) 
which compared MLR, PLS, NN, decision trees, RT boosted, bootstrap forests, 
and Bayesian additive regression trees were followed. This approach built upon 
that by André et al. (2008b) which compared MLR and quantile regression (Young 
et al., 2008), for the best performing method on a given dataset. Other studies 
mention comparisons of methods like PLS, orthogonal PLS, NN, and ridge 
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regression (André et al., 2008; Zeng, 2011; André and Young, 2013; Tian et al., 
2018). 
The predictive models are calculated and validated in the same way the 
data imputation method is calculated. First, the data are gathered from the 
“fuseddatameasured” entity and split into the validation folds. The training and 
validation datasets are then created. The quality control variables are the 
dependent variables and the sensor variables, are the independent variables. 
Multiple linear regression, partial least squares regression, neural network, 
principal component regression, regression trees boosted, k new neighbors , least 
absolute shrinkage and selection operator regression, and ridge regression are 
calculated in the program. The modules and functions used are listed in Table 6. 
For every model and dependent variable, the RMSEP are calculated and averaged 
over the folds. The smallest mean RMSEP will get the predictive model for the 
dependent variable. In the next step, the chosen model gets calculated on the 
whole dataset, and all NULL values of the dependent variables get predicted and 
imputed into the database. 
 
Table 6: Python® modules of the predictive models. 
Predictive Model Python® Module 
MLR module: sklearn, function: LinearRegression 
PLS module: sklearn, function: PLSRegression 
NN module: sklearn, function: MLPRegressor 
PCR module: sklearn, function: PCA 
RT boosted module: sklearn, function: DecisionTreeRegressor, 
AdaBoostRegressor 
kNN module: sklearn, function: KNeighborsRegressor 
LASSO module: sklearn, function: Lasso 





Practical Benefits of the Program 
The program helps to monitor the quality control variables without time 
delay, in an interval of seconds and as real time information. Quality control 
measurement are normally done 2-4 times per shift. Those QC measurements are 
done in a laboratory and take time. With the program an algorithm gets trained with 
all the QC measurements. Through this algorithm the time delay, between the 
taking a sample and getting the result, of more than two hours can be reduced to 
seconds. By monitoring the QC predictions on control charts, out of control points 
and trends can be visualized and addressed timely. The additional information 
between the measurements helps to figure out the true distribution of the data and 
highlight variables and QC variables where the targets are higher than needed. 
The program overall is a tool for calculating the QC variables, with further analysis 
and visualization of the data, potential optimizations can be determined. 
Automated Report 
For research and comprehensibility, an automated report of the last 
selection cycle is saved in global Python® variables. The report includes the 
imputation method validation with the RMSEP and NRMSEP (normalized RMSEP, 
Equation [7]) of every variable and fold, as well as the RMSEP and NRMSEP of 
the predictive modeling validation. The NRMSEP is calculated to eliminate the 
scale between different variables, due to the calculation method with the range, 
the NRMSEP is very sensitive to outliers. Outliers may bias the NRMSEP. The 
report automatically updates as soon as a new ‘yes-cycle’ (Figure 13) is started. 
An example report for one variable of the simulated dataset can be seen in Table 
7 and Table 8.  
 






Table 7: Example report of the k-fold cross-validation and voting method for one variable of the simulated dataset. For all five imputation 
methods, the RMSEP and NRMSEP of the validation datasets are printed. The lowest average is the imputation method for this variable. 
 
Validation data of Variable: L1_hardener        
 Indicator Median Mean Random LOCF 
fold RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP 
1 1.51 22% 0.59 9% 0.61 9% 0.58 8% 0.26 4% 
2 2 10% 0.82 4% 0.56 3% 0.2 1% 0.56 3% 
3 2.21 10% 1.04 5% 0.83 4% 1.1 5% 0.9 4% 
4 1.88 16% 0.66 6% 0.67 6% 0.68 6% 0.85 7% 
5 1.91 10% 0.7 4% 0.7 4% 0.65 3% 0.25 1% 
6 1.82 7% 0.81 3% 0.81 3% 0.53 2% 1.15 5% 
7 1.01 6% 0.53 3% 0.68 4% 0.75 5% 0.33 2% 
8 1.35 17% 0.23 3% 0.3 4% 0.67 8% 0.03 < 0% 
9 1.33 9% 0.26 2% 0.33 2% 0.76 5% 0.26 2% 
10 1.33 13% 0.26 3% 0.33 3% 1.2 12% 0.42 4% 
Average 1.64  0.59  0.58  0.71  0.5  





Table 8: Example report of the k-fold cross-validation and voting method for one variable of the simulated dataset. For all eight predictive 
models, the RMSEP and NRMSEP of the validation datasets are printed. The lowest average is the predictive model for this variable. 
Validation data of Variable: Thickness_swell_ 












































































































1 6.59 12% 3.68 7% 3.47 13% 5.62 10% 1.33 5% 4.02 15% 3.4 13% 3.4 13% 
2 5.64 10% 3.66 6% 2.64 10% 5.73 10% 1.38 5% 4.23 16% 3.41 13% 3.41 13% 
3 5.37 10% 3.49 6% 2.89 11% 5.59 10% 1.4 5% 4.08 16% 3.21 12% 3.21 12% 
4 4.29 8% 3.41 6% 3.06 12% 5.58 10% 1.34 5% 4.24 16% 3.06 12% 3.06 12% 
5 4.31 8% 3.49 6% 2.81 11% 5.66 10% 1.28 4% 4.11 16% 3.09 12% 3.09 12% 
6 7.18 13% 3.65 6% 3.63 14% 5.86 10% 1.22 4% 4.22 16% 3.28 13% 3.28 13% 
7 5.95 11% 3.48 6% 3.34 13% 5.66 10% 1.35 5% 4.29 16% 3.17 12% 3.16 12% 
8 3.15 6% 3.47 6% 3.45 13% 5.38 10% 1.44 5% 4.14 16% 3.16 12% 3.15 12% 
9 3.25 6% 3.49 6% 2.9 11% 5.57 10% 1.4 5% 4.17 16% 3.25 12% 3.25 12% 
10 4.53 8% 3.51 6% 3.61 14% 5.5 10% 1.36 5% 4 15% 3.27 12% 3.26 12% 
Average 5.03  3.53  3.18  5.62  1.35  4.15  3.23  3.23  
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Dataset Simulation 
Two hundred and one simulated datasets are used to study the effect of 
missing values, outliers, the number of independent variables, the ratio of 
destructive test records to sensor records, and the effect of variable pre-selection. 
For this reason, a master dataset was created with 100 dependent variables, three 
independent variables and 4,500 records, including six distributions (Gaussian, 
Chi², F, T, Lognormal, Gamma), five products, two crews, and random errors, but 
no outliers or missing values. The master dataset was created in Microsoft Excel® 
and with the formulas according to Appendix 2. An example of a simulated 
distribution is shown in Figure 17. This variable has a Gaussian distributed with a 
standard deviation of 1.03 multiplied with the average of the five records T2_1, 
T2_2, T2_3, T2_4, and T2_5. This calculation simulates a distribution and 
correlation to other variables.  
 
Figure 17: Example frequency density plot of the simulated variable dryer_airflow. 
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Through a Microsoft visual basic code (Appendix: VBA Code for Data 
Simulation), the VBA program imputes a defined percentage of random imputed 
NULL values, a defined percentage of NULL values in a block, and the same for 
outliers into the master dataset (exact values follow in the next chapter). Outliers 
were defined in the program as a random value between the minimum and 
maximum value of the variable (saved in the “sensordistance” entity). With these 
four factors, random NULL, blocked NULL, random outliers and blocked outliers, 
all needed datasets for the following tests for impact could be simulated.  
Impact Tests of Different Factors 
One of the research questions of this thesis focuses on the impact of 
outliers, missing data, sensor amount, and quantity of dependent records on the 
database and the predicted values and the impact that the program had on the 
predictive performance of the modeling function of the program. Therefore, four 
test sets where created, one to see the impact of missing values, one for the impact 
of outliers, one for the impact of the number of independent variables, and one for 
the impact of the number of dependent records. With these four tests, run rules for 
including or excluding variables should be created and used for the comparison on 
the industrial dataset. 
Effect of Missing Values 
Different percentages of missing values were added to the master dataset, 
via the VPA program, to see the impact on the RMSEP and the effectiveness of 
the program through the comparison of the untreated and the treated dataset. Two 
setups were created for this research. The first setup looks at the impact of missing 
10% to 90% of values in 10% increments, with smaller increments between 0% 
and 10%. The exact percentages of included random distributed NULL values and 
blocked NULL values for all “missing data” tests are in Table 9. For the missing 
data tests, 445 quality control records were used. All other variables were set 
preset to the values in Table 9. 
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The datasets are run one time with the alignment, quality assessment, 
imputation, and variable pre-selection as well as one time without. The results of 
the predictions are compared with the simulated results from the master dataset 
and evaluated through the NRMSEP.  
 
 
Table 9: Exact percentages of included random distributed NULL values, blocked NULL values, 













md_0 0 0 0 0 0 
md_0.00105 0.105 0.084 0.021 0 0 
md_0.003 0.3 0.24 0.06 0 0 
md_0.007 0.7 0.56 0.14 0 0 
md_0.014 1.4 1.12 0.28 0 0 
md_0.023 2.3 1.84 0.46 0 0 
md_0.04 4 3.2 0.8 0 0 
md_0.05 5 4 1 0 0 
md_0.06 6 4.8 1.2 0 0 
md_0.08 8 6.4 1.6 0 0 
md_0.1 10 8 2 0 0 
md_0.2 20 16 4 0 0 
md_0.3 30 24 6 0 0 
md_0.4 40 32 8 0 0 
md_0.5 50 40 10 0 0 
md_0.6 60 48 12 0 0 
md_0.7 70 56 14 0 0 
md_0.8 80 64 16 0 0 
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Effect of Outliers 
Similar to the missing values test the setup for the outlier tests are created. 
From 0% to 90% outliers replaced the real values, with the exact percentages of 
random and blocked outlier percentages in Table 10. An outlier was defined as a 
random value between the minimum and maximum value out of the “sensordata” 
entity of a variable. Otherwise, the minimum and maximum quality assessment 
would eliminate the value. For the outlier data tests, 445 records were used for the 
“qualitycontrol” entity. All other variables are set to the preset values in Table 9. 
The datasets are run one time with the alignment, quality assessment, imputation, 
and variable pre-selection as well as one time without. The results of the 
predictions are compared with the simulated results from the master dataset and 
evaluated through the NRMSEP.  
 
 
Table 10: Exact percentages of included random distributed outliers, blocked outlier, and NULL 













od_0 0 0 0 0 0 
od_0.1 10 0 0 8 2 
od_0.2 20 0 0 16 4 
od_0.3 30 0 0 24 6 
od_0.4 40 0 0 32 8 
od_0.5 50 0 0 40 10 
od_0.6 60 0 0 48 12 
od_0.7 70 0 0 56 14 
od_0.8 80 0 0 64 16 
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Effect of Quantity of Independent Variables 
All sensors are ordered by the distance to quality control measurement point 
and added from the beginning by the furthest sensor in steps of +10 sensors a 
time. This looks at how early in the process, the program can produce accurate 
predictions. For every one of those datasets, 2% NULL values, and 2% outliers 
where added (Table 11). For the sensor amount tests, 445 records were used for 
the “qualitycontrol” entity. All other variables are set to the preset values in Table 
9. The datasets are run one time with the alignment, quality assessment, 
imputation, and variable pre-selection as well as one time without. The results of 
the predictions are compared with the simulated results from the master dataset 
and evaluated through the NRMSEP.  
 
 
Table 11: Exact percentages of included random distributed outliers, blocked outliers, random 














pd_0.1  10 
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Effect of Quantity of Dependent Records 
The impact of the quantity of dependent records is measured with 16 
different quantities of dependent records. The test looks at quantities from 10 
records to 4002 records in +445 (10%) increments with closer steps between 10 
records and 445 records (Table 12). For all of those datasets, 2% NULL values 
and 2% outliers where added, in the same percentages as for the previous sensor 
amount tests. All variables are set to the preset values in Table 9. The datasets 
are run one time with the alignment, quality assessment, imputation, variable pre-
selection as well as one time without. The results of the predictions are compared 




Table 12: Exact quantities of dependent records and independent records to test the effect of the 






pd_0.0022 10 4476 
pd_0.005 23 4476 
pd_0.01 45 4476 
pd_0.025 112 4476 
pd_0.05 223 4476 
pd_0.075 334 4476 
pd_0.1 445 4476 
pd_0.2 890 4476 
pd_0.3 1334 4476 
pd_0.4 1779 4476 
pd_0.5 2224 4476 
pd_0.6 2668 4476 
pd_0.7 3113 4476 
pd_0.8 3557 4476 
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Validation of a Real Dataset 
The impact of the missing values, outliers, quantity of independent 
variables, and quantity of dependent records are tested according to Chapter 
three: “Impact Tests of Different Factors.” Three further tests were performed on a 
real dataset form a manufacturing company. The first one does not exclude any 
data. The second one is aligned with previous research, and with more than 20% 
missing data, the variable gets excluded (Zeng et al., 2016). The third test doubles 
the 20% cut-off from Zeng et al., (2016) to 40%.  
 
 
Table 13: Exact quantities of dependent records and independent records to test the effect of the 
quantity of dependent records. 
  
No selection 
More than 20% 
missing data 
More than 40% 
missing data 
Variables exclusion with 
missing data higher than  
100% 20% 40% 
Independent records 4435 4435 4435 
Dependent records 1004 1004 1004 
Independent variables 
remaining 
248 232 225 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF TESTS ON SIMULATED 
DATASETS 
Missing data, outliers, sensor quantity, and quantity of dependent records 
had different impacts on the NRMSEP. For all of the following tests, a dataset with 
4476 records and 100 predictors for five different products and two different crews 
was used. Missing values and outliers were added through the VBA program 
according to the percentages in Chapter 3. Missing data and outliers were 
randomly added and added as blocks. Random outliers or missing values are not 
connected to data in another variable and considered as MCAR. The imputation 
methods and predictive models are validated within the process of the program, 
and the 201 report files are available on request and in Appendix (we will add to 
www.spc4lean.com website). These files contain the validation of the imputation 
method and predictive model for every variable, as well as a copy of all five entities.  
Data Quality Improvement 
The program improves the data quality with the minimum and maximum 
values quality assessment and the Grubbs outlier test on datasets divided by the 
product number. The average improvement of 20 datasets from an NRMSEP from 
11.2% from the untreated variable to 8.5% on the treated variable. The production 
dataset has, on average, 2.3% missing data in each variable. With the program, 
those missing values get imputed, and 95.12% more complete records could be 
achieved (Table 14).  
 
 
Table 14: Average NRMSEP of the QC1 variable (simulated thickness swell) and the average 
count of complete records from 20 datasets (test xy) and two treatments. 
Treatment NRMSEP Complete Records 
untreated 11.2% 593 
treated  8.5% 4476 
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Predictability Improvement 
Assessing data quality and imputing data improves the accuracy of 
predictions. The average NRMSEP of 201 datasets in the treated and untreated 
versions, decreased from 63.95% to 11.53%. The standard deviation of the 
predictions could be reduced on average by 93.1% (Table 15). Therefore, the 
program reduces the NRMSEP and the standard deviation significantly. 
The Tukey-Kramer HSD indicated that NRMSEP means (α = 0.05) of 
treated and untreated datasets are different, and Levene's test that the variances 
are unequal. For both tests, Tukey-Kramer HSD and Levene's test, the better 
results were gained from the treated dataset. These differences are displayed in 
the boxplot, Figure 18, with 218 records, the treated data in blue, and the untreated 
data in red. The NRMSEP of this dataset decreased by 69.53% by using the 
treated instead of the untreated data. The standard deviation decreased from 
0.204 untreated to 0.042 treated (Table 16). 
The same dataset as for the boxplots in Figure 18 was used for a scatterplot 
of the actual values vs. the predicted values. The scatterplot was done twice, once 
with the treated data and once with the untreated data. The R² of the fitted line 
increased from 0.76% from the untreated dataset to 93.99% in the treated dataset. 
The RMSEP shrank by 75.40%. Moreover, the fitted line of the treated data 
indicates the predictions are closer to the actual values than compared to the 
untreated data. The difference in the ranges between the XY scatter plots 
highlights the information loss that may occur given that records greater than 10 
for the untreated data are deleted due to missing cells within the record. 
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Table 15: Average NRMSEP of the QC1 variables (simulated thickness swell, test xy_0.1_c, and 
xy_0.1_r) and average standard deviation of 201 datasets and two treatments. 
  NRMSEP Std. Dev. 
treated 11.53% 10.9% 




Figure 18: NRMSEP of the QC1 variable (simulated thickness swell, test xy_0.1_c and xy_0.1_r) 
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Table 16: Summary of statistics of the QC1 variable (simulated thickness swell test xy_0.1_c and 
xy_0.1_r) divided by, treated with the program, and untreated. 
Summary Statistics Treated Untreated 
NRMSEP  3.9 12.8 
Std Dev 4.2 20.4 
Std Err Mean 0.3 1.4 
Upper 95% Mean 4.5 15.5 
Lower 95% Mean 3.4 10.0 




Figure 19: Scatterplot of real values vs. predicted values from the QC1 variable. Left is the 
treated data; right is the untreated data. 
 
 
Table 17: Summary of fit of the scatterplot of real values vs. predicted values from the QC1 
variable (simulated thickness swell test xy_0.1_c and xy_0.1_r) of the two treatments 
Summary of Fit Treated Untreated 
R² 93.99% 0.76% 
R² Adj 93.96% 0.30% 
Root Mean Square Error 1.501 6.102 
Mean of Response 5.596 5.596 
N 218 218 
 
  
actual value = 0.1075553 + 
0.976802*treated value 
actual value= 2.2902327 + 
0.8167387*untreated value 
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Impact of Missing Data 
Imputing missing data points increases the number of complete records. 
Sixteen datasets with 100 variables and different amounts of missing data were 
one time treated with the program and one time kept untreated. In the treated 
dataset, all records could be completed. Untreated datasets with more than 5% of 
missing data, had no complete records left. The probability of a complete record 
with 5% of random missing data is 0.95100 = 0.005 or only 27 records out of the 
4476 original records. Blocked missing values and random missing values 
decreased the number of complete records further, compared to the estimated 
number of the probability for MCAR (Table 18). The analysis of a real dataset 
shows that the average variable has 2.3% of outliers. 
 
 
Table 18: Count of complete records of 16 datasets with 100 variables and 4476 records and 








0.0% 4476 4476 4476 
0.1% 4476 3614 4050 
0.3% 4476 2741 3314 
0.7% 4476 1348 2217 
1.4% 4476 465 1093 
2.3% 4476 147 437 
5.0% 4476 2 27 
10.0% 4476 0 0 
20.0% 4476 0 0 
30.0% 4476 0 0 
40.0% 4476 0 0 
50.0% 4476 0 0 
60.0% 4476 0 0 
70.0% 4476 0 0 
80.0% 4476 0 0 
90.0% 4476 0 0 
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The average of ten datasets with 4476 records and 218 complete records, 
the NRMSEP of the treated data was 12.2% and of the untreated data 93.7%. The 
treated datasets had, on average, 95.12% more complete records than the 
untreated datasets. The NRMSEP of the overall 4476 records is 13.3%, when 
compared the 218 records of the untreated data to the same 218 records (Table 
19 ‘same records’) of the treated data, the NRMSEP rises by 1.1% and an increase 
of complete records, the standard deviation increases by 0.01 (Table 19). 
Therefore, through data imputation, the number of complete records increases by 
95.12%, but also the NRMSEP increases by 1.1%, and the standard deviation 
increases by 0.01.  
Each imputation method performs differently for one variable. Data 
imputation was tested on 100 datasets in the treated and untreated versions with 
4476 records. Table 20 shows the validation data of one treated variable 
(Sensor18) with 4476 records. The average RMSEP differ throughout the five 
imputation methods (Indicator, median, mean, random, and LOCF). Table 21 
shows the same variable untreated. Comparing the two tables, the RMSEP of the 
treated variable is lower for every method. The voting method with a k-fold cross 
validation chooses the method with the lowest average for this variable. In this 
case, the treated dataset imputes data with the LOCF imputation, and the 
untreated data imputes data with the median imputation. Therefore, quality 
assessed data performs better than untreated data.  
 
 
Table 19: Average NRMSEP of the QC1 variable (simulated thickness swell, all md tests Table 9) 
and the standard deviation of 20 datasets with 4476 records and two treatments. 
  NRMSEP Std. Dev. 
  All Data Same Records All Data Same Records 
treated 13.3% 12.2% 17% 16% 
untreated 93.7% 93.7% 250% 250% 
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Table 20: 10-fold imputation method validation of the variable Sensor18 (test: md_0.0023) of quality-assessed data. 
Validation data of Variable: Sensor18             
fold Indicator Median Mean Random LOCF 
  RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP 
1 1.51 2.0% 0.59 1.0% 0.61 1.0% 0.58 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 
2 2.00 1.0% 0.82 <1.0% 0.56 <1.0% 0.20 <1.0% 0.56 <1.0% 
3 2.21 1.0% 1.04 1.0% 0.83 <1.0% 1.10 1.0% 0.90 <1.0% 
4 1.88 2.0% 0.66 1.0% 0.67 1.0% 0.68 1.0% 0.85 1.0% 
5 1.91 1.0% 0.70 <1.0% 0.70 <1.0% 0.65 <1.0% 0.25 <1.0% 
6 1.82 1.0% 0.81 <1.0% 0.81 <1.0% 0.53 <1.0% 1.15 1.0% 
7 1.01 1.0% 0.53 <1.0% 0.68 <1.0% 0.75 1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 
8 1.35 2.0% 0.23 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.67 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
9 1.33 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 0.76 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 
10 1.33 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 1.20 1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 
Average 1.64  0.59  0.58  0.71  0.5  
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Table 21: 10-fold imputation method validation of the variable Sensor18 (test: md_0.0023) of untreated data. 
Validation data of Variable: Sensor18             
fold Indicator Median Mean Random LOCF 
  RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP RMSEP NRMSEP 
1 1.72 2% 0.73 1% 1.22 2% 53.32 74% 16.66 23% 
2 5.07 2% 4.69 2% 4.63 2% 52.21 23% 12.79 6% 
3 12.96 6% 12.69 6% 12.55 6% 54.75 24% 11.83 5% 
4 12.06 15% 11.81 15% 11.7 15% 58.69 75% 12.84 16% 
5 5.6 3% 5.27 2% 5.22 2% 53.37 24% 5.31 2% 
6 5.59 3% 5.27 2% 5.22 2% 54.3 25% 7.01 3% 
7 12.2 4% 11.95 4% 11.84 4% 53.62 19% 13.74 5% 
8 13.24 5% 12.95 5% 12.8 4% 50 17% 14 5% 
9 5.41 3% 5.03 3% 4.95 3% 51.31 31% 5.11 3% 
10 1.64 2% 0.65 1% 1.29 2% 52.22 64% 0.92 1% 
Average 7.55  7.1  7.14  53.38  10.02  
Std Dev 4.61  4.83  4.62  2.34  5.06  
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Treating data, therefore, makes a difference and improves the NRMSEP. 
Table 22 lists the p-values of the Tukey-Kramer HSD test for mean comparisons 
of NRMSEP of 16 datasets with 4476 records. Tiny amounts of missing data 
(<1.4%) per variable do not change the NRMSEP significantly. Missing data 
reduces the number of complete records, with tiny amounts of missing data the 
reduction of the complete records seems to be very low and the predictability, in 
the form of the NRMSEP, seems to be unaffected. Although, the NRMSEP does 
not significantly change with very small amounts of missing data, the information 
loss with only 0.1% of missing data over 100 variables is 10%. In the presence of 
missing, data, imputation will prevent information loss, and with more than 1.4% 
missing data improve the NRMSEP. Treated datasets with more than 2.3% of 
missing data significantly decreased their NRMSEP compared to untreated 
datasets. This decrease seems to be caused by the information loss of over 90% 
of the untreated data. However, more than 5% of missing data on 100 variables 
did require data treatment because no complete records were left in the dataset. 
By imputing data, the records will be completed, and information loss is prevented.  
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Table 22: P-values from the Tukey-Kramer HSD test for mean comparisons of NRMSEP for 
treated versus untreated data of the missing data test. Compared are 16 treated datasets and 16 
untreated datasets. 
   Treated Data 
   
Percent of Missing data 
  

























0 0.8166 0.9516 0.5612 0.062 0.1162 0.0077 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.001 0.5487 0.7415 0.3567 0.0351 0.0666 0.0045 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.003 0.5466 0.416 0.7252 0.5662 0.7181 0.2504 0.0026 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.007 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.014 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.023 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 
0.05 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.1 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.3 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.6 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.7 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
0.8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
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Impact of Outliers 
Assessing data quality improves the accuracy of the variables. The average 
of five datasets with 100 variables and 4476 records, the NRMSEP of the variables 
to the actual values decreased from 11.2% for the untreated data to 8.5% for the 
treated data. The NRMSEP rises when the number of outliers increases. Not 
treating data is only advisable when no outliers are present in the dataset. Treating 
data impacts the data quality of the variables with outliers positively. The Grubbs 
outlier test was performed in two ways, once for the whole dataset at one and once 
with the data divided by the product number. The Grubbs outlier test on the whole 
dataset either improved the data slightly or had no significant effect. The outlier 
test on the data divided by the product number significantly improved the variables 
on average by 2% RMSE, except with zero percent outliers. In general, per 10% 
outliers, the RMSE of the variable increases by 0.05 (5%) (Table 23). 
Each predictive model performs differently for each dependent variable. 
Predictive models were tested on 100 datasets in the treated and untreated 
versions with 4476 records. Table 24 shows the validation data of one treated 
dataset with 4476 records; the eight average NRMSEP differ throughout the 
predictive models (MLR, PLS, NN, PCR, RT boosted, kNN, LASSO, Ridge). Table 
25 shows the same variable untreated. Comparing the two tables, the NRMSEP 
of the treated variable is lower for every model. The same effect can be seen in 
Figure 20, and the treated data has an R² of 95.14% and the untreated an R² of 
1.57%. The voting method, with k-fold cross-validation, chooses the model with 
the lowest average for this dependent variable. In this case, the treated dataset 
predicts data with the boosted regression tree as well as the untreated dataset. 
Therefore, once the data is quality assessed, aligned, and imputed, the 
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Table 23: NRMSEP of the five variables (bin_level1, Planned_Thickness, planned_Density, T1, 
IB_Dens of the tests od_0 – od_40) with five different amounts of outliers. Every dataset had 
4476 data points. 









































































 untreated 0.02% 0.00% 0.02% 0.04% 0.02% 0.03% 
treated 0.06% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00% 0.08% 0.01% 
treated with subsets 0.38% 0.23% 0.11% 0.10% 0.54% 0.92%  




 untreated 5.74% 7.16% 3.93% 3.54% 6.84% 7.23% 
treated 3.20% 0.26% 3.88% 3.49% 6.84% 1.51% 
treated with subsets 2.62% 2.18% 2.68% 2.39% 3.23% 2.61%  




 untreated 11.42% 14.31% 7.65% 7.67% 13.72% 13.73% 
treated 11.40% 14.47% 7.61% 7.58% 13.71% 13.64% 
treated with subsets 7.34% 8.17% 6.10% 5.99% 8.56% 7.87%  




 untreated 17.25% 22.06% 12.08% 10.67% 20.89% 20.55% 
treated 17.27% 22.27% 12.06% 10.55% 20.98% 20.48% 
treated with subsets 13.44% 17.08% 10.59% 8.87% 16.11% 14.56%  




 untreated 21.77% 27.52% 14.70% 13.39% 26.61% 26.62% 
treated 21.76% 27.66% 14.69% 13.26% 26.60% 26.57% 
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Table 24: Example report of the k-fold cross-validation and voting method for one variable of the simulated dataset. For all eight predictive 
models, the RMSEP and NRMSEP of the validation datasets of the pd_0.2_C test are printed. The lowest average is the predictive model for 
this variable. 
Validation data of Variable: QC1 









































































































1 5.10 9.0% 5.29 9.0% 4.75 17.0% 5.35 9.0% 2.57 10.0% 3.23 12.0% 5.17 19.0% 5.11 19.0% 
2 5.12 11.0% 5.38 10.0% 4.84 17.0% 5.44 10.0% 2.42 9.0% 3.10 11.0% 5.19 19.0% 5.12 20.0% 
3 5.23 9.0% 5.57 10.0% 4.99 19.0% 5.60 10.0% 2.47 9.0% 3.33 12.0% 5.34 20.0% 5.25 20.0% 
4 5.21 10.0% 5.54 10.0% 4.89 17.0% 5.57 10.0% 2.50 10.0% 3.46 13.0% 5.30 20.0% 5.23 20.0% 
5 5.05 9.0% 5.32 9.0% 4.51 16.0% 5.32 9.0% 2.53 10.0% 3.39 12.0% 5.12 19.0% 5.07 19.0% 
6 4.94 10.0% 5.17 9.0% 4.62 16.0% 5.15 9.0% 2.48 9.0% 3.28 12.0% 4.99 18.0% 4.96 18.0% 
7 4.94 9.0% 5.20 9.0% 4.78 17.0% 5.19 9.0% 2.53 10.0% 3.11 11.0% 5.00 19.0% 4.95 18.0% 
8 4.81 9.0% 5.09 9.0% 4.53 16.0% 5.22 9.0% 2.59 10.0% 3.32 12.0% 4.93 18.0% 4.84 18.0% 
9 4.94 9.0% 5.28 9.0% 4.78 17.0% 5.40 10.0% 2.41 9.0% 3.37 12.0% 5.04 19.0% 4.96 18.0% 
10 5.12 11.0% 5.45 10.0% 4.97 17.0% 5.45 10.0% 2.39 9.0% 3.41 12.0% 5.20 19.0% 5.12 19.0% 
Average 5.05  5.33  4.77  5.37  2.49  3.3  5.13  5.06  
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Table 25: Example report of the k-fold cross-validation and voting method for one variable of the simulated dataset. For all eight predictive 
models, the RMSEP and NRMSEP of the validation datasets the pd_0.2_R test are printed. The lowest average is the predictive model for 
this variable. 
Validation data of Variable: QC1 









































































































1 5.90 10.0% 5.93 11.0% 4.83 18.0% 6.07 11.0% 3.30 12.0% 4.07 15.0% 5.92 23.0% 5.90 22.0% 
2 5.89 10.0% 5.88 10.0% 4.87 18.0% 5.99 11.0% 3.10 11.0% 4.00 15.0% 5.89 22.0% 5.89 22.0% 
3 5.92 11.0% 5.90 10.0% 4.81 18.0% 6.05 11.0% 3.43 13.0% 3.90 14.0% 5.91 23.0% 5.92 23.0% 
4 5.98 11.0% 5.99 11.0% 4.53 17.0% 6.07 11.0% 3.57 13.0% 4.00 15.0% 5.97 22.0% 5.98 23.0% 
5 5.90 10.0% 6.01 11.0% 4.45 16.0% 6.43 11.0% 3.20 12.0% 3.93 14.0% 5.91 22.0% 5.90 22.0% 
6 5.84 10.0% 5.93 11.0% 4.79 18.0% 6.49 12.0% 3.04 11.0% 3.88 14.0% 5.86 22.0% 5.84 22.0% 
7 5.75 10.0% 5.75 10.0% 4.46 16.0% 6.00 11.0% 3.23 12.0% 3.95 15.0% 5.76 21.0% 5.75 21.0% 
8 5.75 10.0% 5.75 10.0% 4.33 16.0% 5.98 11.0% 3.10 11.0% 4.08 15.0% 5.79 22.0% 5.76 21.0% 
9 6.14 11.0% 6.14 11.0% 4.66 17.0% 6.32 11.0% 3.33 12.0% 3.90 14.0% 6.16 23.0% 6.17 24.0% 
10 6.09 11.0% 6.10 11.0% 4.83 18.0% 6.24 11.0% 3.36 12.0% 4.15 15.0% 6.09 23.0% 6.09 23.0% 
Average 5.92  5.94  4.66  6.17  3.26  3.99  5.93  5.92  
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Figure 20: XY scatter plot of the validation datasets the pd_0.2_R in the treated and untreated version vs. the real data 
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Impact of the Quantity of Dependent Records 
Treated data needs fewer dependent records (quality control data) to reach 
the same level of NRMSEP as untreated data. To achieve the same NRMSEP, the 
treated datasets needed 447 dependent records, while the untreated dataset 
needed 3133 dependent records. The NRMSEP was statistically equal for the 
treated dataset with 447 or more dependent records, according to Tukey-Kramer 
HSD. The number of dependent records was tested on 15 datasets with 4476 
independent records and different quantities of dependent records. All 15 datasets 
were once treated and once untreated. With less data, the model seems to be too 
simplified, and the accuracy varies from test to test. The untreated data seems to 
have a lower NRMSEP with over 3133 dependent records, but the NRMSEP of the 
treated data includes all of the predictions. Table 19 showed that with the increase 
of 95.12% of complete records, the NRMSP increases by 0.11 (1.1%). The 
untreated data, with less than 3313 dependent input variables, have less than 130 
complete dependent records, this seems to simplify the model and increase the 
NRMSEP. Therefore, the treated dataset needs seven times fewer dependent 
records than the untreated dataset to get accurate predictions, but those accurate 
predictions suffer from information loss of 95.12%. 
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Table 26: Count of dependent, independent and predicted records of 15 datasets and their 





Predicted Records NRMSEP 
Treated Untreated Treated Untreated 
10 4476 4476 218 3.90% 24.89% 
22 4476 4476 218 5.07% 12.63% 
44 4476 4476 218 45.04% 13.43% 
111 4476 4476 218 43.43% 28.24% 
223 4476 4476 218 59.10% 30.42% 
335 4476 4476 218 41.22% 52.79% 
447 4476 4476 218 3.92% 59.75% 
895 4476 4476 218 3.77% 68.58% 
1342 4476 4476 218 4.06% 57.04% 
1790 4476 4476 218 4.22% 43.49% 
2238 4476 4476 218 4.32% 34.36% 
2685 4476 4476 218 4.32% 27.78% 
3133 4476 4476 218 4.49% 3.70% 
3580 4476 4476 218 4.76% 3.71% 
4028 4476 4476 218 4.65% 3.54% 
 
 
Impact of the Quantity of Independent Variables 
With every variable added the missing values accumulate, and the number 
of complete records is reduced. This relates to the probability of 0.98x where x is 
the sensor quantity; the more sensors are added, the smaller is the probability for 
a complete record. The test was performed on one dataset with 4476 records, 2% 
of missing data, 2% of outliers, and the quantity of independent variables changed 
from 10 to 100 in +10 increments (Table 27). Adding sensors to an untreated 
dataset decreases the number of complete records and also the number of 
depended records the predictive model can be trained on. Therefore, the untreated 
dataset seems to perform reasonably between 30 to 60 variables, but with loss of 
records and information. When there are more than 60 variables applied to the 
model, the model of the untreated data seems to be too simplified through less 
complete records. Subsequently, the accuracy is not given. The treated dataset 
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has a five times higher NRMSEP with 10 and 20 variables, and from 30 to 100 
variables, the NRMSEP is statistically equal according to the Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test. The first 20 variables are hardly correlated to the dependent variable; the first 
highly correlated variable is “Sensor24” with a correlation of 86%. This might 
indicate that as soon as a highly correlated variable is among the independent 
variables, the predictions improve.  
 
 
Table 27: Count of complete records of 10 datasets with 4476 records and different quantities of 




Complete Records NRMSEP 
Treated Untreated Treated Untreated 
10 4476 3317 19.83% 20.59% 
20 4476 2391 18.49% 20.02% 
30 4476 1752 4.56% 3.62% 
40 4476 1291 4.50% 4.55% 
50 4476 967 4.32% 5.64% 
60 4476 778 4.31% 5.48% 
70 4476 556 4.28% 53.60% 
80 4476 430 4.33% 47.15% 
90 4476 149 4.27% 45.48% 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF TESTS ON A REAL DATASET 
Validation on a production dataset 
The software program improved the number of complete records and 
accuracy of the predictions for both the simulated and actual production datasets. 
The actual production dataset already contained destructive test data fused with 
the sensor data that had multiple hours between the samples. Given that no real-
time sensor data was provided between destructive lab samples, autocorrelation 
was not present in the actual production dataset. No dynamic alignment was done. 
The dataset was split into a sensor measurement entity and a quality control entity, 
where all sensor measurements were added to the sensor entity; 1004 of the 
measurements were added to the quality control entity. The 1004 represented 
approximately 100 records per product (Table 26).  
Three setups are compared with no excluded variables, variables with more 
than 40% of missing data are excluded, and variables with more than 20% of 
missing data are excluded (refer to previously cited Table 13, page 61). All three 
setups are calculated in both the treated and untreated version. The number of 
complete records shrank by 90.5% for a dataset with 225 variables and by 90.9% 
for the dataset with 232 variables. In the treated version, all records were predicted. 
The untreated version could only predict records if variables with high missing rates 
(>60% of missing data) were removed (Table 28).  
 
 
Table 28: Count of records and predictors of the three different tests of the production dataset 






  Treated Untreated Treated Untreated 
248 4435 NA 1004 NA 
232 4435 402 1004 91 
225 4435 420 1004 96 
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The highest NRMSEP of the treated dataset was for all 248 variables. The 
lowest NRMSEP for the treated dataset had 232 variables (40% cut-off for missing 
values). The standard deviation for the NMRSEP of the treated dataset with 225 
variables was 11.8% and was the highest of the three tests conducted (Table 28). 
The lowest standard deviation for the NMRSEP was for the treated dataset and 
was achieved with 232 variables (9.3%). The NRMSEP and the standard deviation 
for the NMRSEP for the untreated datasets were in all three tests data sets higher 
than the treated datasets. The scatterplots (Figure 21, Figure 22, and Figure 23) 
highlight the importance of treating data (Table 30). The test with 232 variables 
when treated improved the R² for predicted versus actual quality control 
characteristic from 33.21% to 76.37%, and the test with 248 variables improved 
the R² for predicted versus actual quality control characteristic from 1.92% to 
75.74%.  
 The predictability improved for the simulated data when the number of 
complete records increased (Table 29). The untreated test with 225 variables had 
values which were far higher than all the other untreated or treated tests. The 
untreated 225 variables test chose the MLR as a predictive model; the Ridge 
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Table 29: NRMSEP, standard deviation, and chosen predictive models for the three dependent 


















248 7.12% NA 9.9% NA Ridge Ridge 
232 6.90% 9.91% 9.3% 13.0% Ridge Ridge 
225 7.11% 40.09% 11.8% 37.5% Ridge MLR 
          
QC2 
248 1.00% NA 3.1% NA Ridge Ridge 
232 0.92% 1.03% 2.8% 2% Ridge Ridge 
225 0.95% 91.5% 3.3% 23.3% Ridge MLR 
          
QC3 
248 5.10% NA 7.0% NA Ridge Ridge 
232 4.91% 10.27% 6.8% 22.4% Ridge Ridge 




Table 30: Summary of Fit of the Scatterplots in Figure 21-23 with the data of the validation 
datasets of the QC1 variable with 3 different numbers of variables. 
  248 232 225 
  treated untreated treated untreated treated untreated 
R² 75.24% NA 76.37% 33.21% 75.74% 1.92% 
R² Adj 75.18% NA 76.31% 33.04% 75.68% 1.67% 
RMSEP 161.00 NA 157.30 264.43 159.37 320.43 
Mean of 
Response 1802.80 NA 1802.80 1802.80 1802.80 1802.80 
n 402 NA 402 402 402 402 
  
 




Figure 21: XY scatter plot of the validation datasets of the QC1 variable with 248 variables in 
the treated and untreated version vs. the real data (untreated were no complete records left) 
  
Figure 22: XY scatter plot of the validation datasets of the QC1 variable with 232 variables in 
the treated and untreated version vs. the real data 
  
Figure 23: XY scatter plot of the validation datasets of the QC1 variable with 225 variables in 
the treated and untreated version vs. the real data 
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Validation using JMP 
The software program in this study used Python for the modeling and the 
code was validated with the commercial software JMP® Pro 14 from SAS 
(www.jmp.com). To validate the code, the same data calculated with the Python 
program was used in JMP®. The datasets of the different methods were chosen 
according to Table 31. Of the 201 tests, PLS as well as the LASSO model were 
not chosen by the Python® program and therefore no reference data of the 
Python® model was existent to compare to the JMP® data. The calculation for an 
adaboost regression tree could not be found in JMP®.  
MLR, PLS, PCR, kNN, LASSO, and Ridge regression were calculated in 
both programs. The predictions of the runs in Python® and the runs in JMP® of 
the same datasets were identical (Figure 24, Figure 25, and Figure 26). See the 
Python® code in Chapter 8 Appendix. Boosted regression trees were calculated 
in Python® and in JMP®, but the results differ slightly. For this test, the XY 
Scatterplot of the JMP® predictions and the Python® predictions had an R² of 
99.87% (Figure 27). This difference is caused by the use of two different boosting 
methods, JMP® uses gradient boosting, while Python® uses adaptive boosting. 
The NN, in its nature, produces slightly different results with every recalculation of 
the data. Therefore, it is hard to compare the NN predictions of JMP® and Python® 
when the input the same dataset. For this test, the XY Scatterplot of the JMP® 
predictions and the Python® predictions had an R² of 98.45% (Figure 27). 
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MLR xy_0.01_c yes  
PLS Master 
dataset 
yes Master dataset without outliers or missing 
data, in the python program the only model 
to choose was set to PLS 
PCR xy_0.022_r yes  
kNN pd_0.1_c yes  
LASSO Master 
dataset 
yes Master dataset without outliers or missing 
data, in the python program the only model 
to choose was set to LASSO 
Ridge r_40_c yes  
RT 
boosted 
md_0.3_c no JMP only uses gradient boosting, the JMP® 
program used adaptive boosting (adaboost) 
NN od_0.07_c no  
 
  
Figure 24: Comparison of the predictions of MLR and PLS from JMP and Python. 
 
y = 0 + 1*x 
R² = 100% 
 
PLS 
y = 0 + 1*x 
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Figure 25: Comparison of the predictions of PCR and kNN from JMP and Python. 
  
Figure 26: Comparison of the predictions of LASSO and Ridge from JMP and Python. 
  
Figure 27: Comparison of the predictions of RT boosted and NN from JMP and Python. 
  
y = -0.146081 + 1.0129643*x 
R² = 98.45% 
 
NN 
y = 0.0691837 + 0.9918199*x 
R² = 99.87% 
 
RT boosted 
y = 0 + 1*x 
R² = 100% 
 
PCR 
y = 0 + 1*x 
R² = 100% 
 
LASSO 
y = 0 + 1*x 
R² = 100% 
 
kNN 
y = 0 + 1*x 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A software program with automated data fusion, quality assessment, 
variable preselection, and predictive modeling capabilities was developed in this 
data science research study. Improving the quality of the data significantly 
improved predictive modeling capabilities across a host of common modeling 
techniques (e.g., MLR, PLS, NN, Boosted RT, etc.) as measured by the NRMSEP 
and RMSEP. In simulated datasets, data imputation reduced information loss by 
almost 95%, and in an actual industry dataset information loss was reduced by 
91%. Overall the software program reduced the NRMSEP for predicting quality 
product attributes from 63% to 12%. 
With the exclusion of variables with extreme high missing data rates (more 
than 40% of missing data in one variable) 10% of the untreated data records could 
be predicted. Without exclusion, not a single untreated datapoint was predictable. 
In contrary, the treated dataset was capable of predicting 100% of the records with 
a small NRMSEP for dependent variables. 
Improved predictive analytics key quality attributes by improved data quality 
may avoid mismanufacture of product, reduce rework, reduce scrap and promote 
process optimization.  
A significant contribution of this research for the sustainable biomaterials 
industries compared to previous studies was that in prior studies one imputation 
method was sued for all variables of a data set (Zeng et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2018). 
In this study every predictor in a dataset could potentially have a different 
imputation method. Different imputation methods (indicator, median, mean, 
random, and LOCF), could reduce information loss and enhance the robustness 
of predictive modeling efforts. This may also make predictive analytics and data 
mining outcomes more accurate and useful as a business instrument for the 
sustainable biomaterials industries. 
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Data collected by the biomaterials industries may not be usable with data 
quality improvement. Improved data quality may also help these industries achieve 
‘Industry 4.0.’ 
The software program developed in this thesis is able to work on a broad 
variety of production lines. However, further research is recommended on studying 
more imputation methods. More research on outlier assessment for non-normal 
data is required. The LASSO pre-selection cut-off value was not tested in this study 
as well as the variable selection (% missingness for exclusion). Further study is 
required with the cut-off value to assess the robustness of predictions.  
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10-page example of the report file 
Variabl





n  Mean  
Rando













1 2.61 <1.0% 4.55 1.0% 7.03 1.0% 10.69 2.0% 9.83 1.0% 
2 3.86 <1.0% 3.35 <1.0% 5.82 <1.0% 9.53 <1.0% 11.20 1.0% 
3 4.40 <1.0% 2.52 <1.0% 4.93 <1.0% 13.58 1.0% 16.12 1.0% 
4 7.31 1.0% 3.58 <1.0% 3.46 <1.0% 11.04 1.0% 15.23 1.0% 
5 12.37 1.0% 8.42 <1.0% 5.06 <1.0% 4.42 <1.0% 9.38 <1.0% 
6 10.78 <1.0% 7.27 <1.0% 5.35 <1.0% 13.79 1.0% 7.77 <1.0% 
7 3.20 <1.0% 4.41 <1.0% 6.75 <1.0% 17.25 1.0% 0.71 <1.0% 
8 10.67 1.0% 7.69 1.0% 6.67 1.0% 12.70 2.0% 1.08 <1.0% 
9 15.00 1.0% 10.92 1.0% 7.84 1.0% 5.71 <1.0% 7.64 1.0% 
10 10.85 1.0% 7.48 1.0% 5.95 1.0% 12.61 1.0% 8.80 1.0% 
Averag
e 8.11  6.02  5.89  11.13  8.78  
Std dev 4.39  2.71  1.26  3.83  5.05  









n  Mean  
Rando

















3 3.0% 105.84 2.0% 
787.0
3 11.0% 




4 1.0% 757.51 4.0% 
857.9
5 4.0% 




5 1.0% 522.26 2.0% 
448.9
9 2.0% 




9 6.0% 703.09 6.0% 
803.1
1 7.0% 




0 4.0% 409.03 2.0% 
819.8
1 4.0% 




9 1.0% 509.51 2.0% 
469.7
0 2.0% 




3 1.0% 471.89 3.0% 
292.8
5 2.0% 
8 403.42 5.0% 
203.1
6 3.0% 79.14 1.0% 344.40 4.0% 
294.7
4 4.0% 




4 2.0% 435.20 3.0% 
118.7
5 1.0% 












6  495.56  
509.3
8  
Std dev 281.19  218.4  
203.4
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Variabl





n  Mean  
Rando

















3 7.0% 202.20 <1.0% 















7 2.0% 74.17 <1.0% 
4 5662.54 5.0% 12.96 <1.0% 
1081.4
0 1.0% 853.54 1.0% 
3969.7
8 3.0% 




2 1.0% 13.23 <1.0% 




1 1.0% 129.63 <1.0% 






6 2.0% 24.66 <1.0% 









9 5720.86 4.0% 146.80 <1.0% 
1157.3
5 1.0% 739.97 1.0% 155.24 <1.0% 




1 4.0% 40.00 <1.0% 
Averag



























n  Mean  
Rando













1 20.04 3.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 1.04 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
2 20.00 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.22 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
3 20.00 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.87 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
4 20.02 2.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.67 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
5 20.03 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.97 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
6 20.01 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 0.85 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
7 20.02 1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
8 19.99 2.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.18 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
9 20.00 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.63 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
10 19.98 2.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.34 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 
Averag
e 20.01  0.02  0.01  0.58  0.02  


































1 0.76 1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.40 1.0% 0.13 <1.0% 
2 0.72 <1.0% 0.10 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 0.45 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
3 0.69 <1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 0.13 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 
4 0.76 1.0% 0.12 <1.0% 0.12 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 
5 0.94 1.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.21 <1.0% 0.78 <1.0% 0.13 <1.0% 
6 0.93 <1.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.20 <1.0% 0.98 <1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 
7 0.78 1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
8 0.77 1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 0.11 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 
9 0.76 1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 0.50 <1.0% 0.17 <1.0% 
10 0.69 1.0% 0.13 <1.0% 0.10 <1.0% 0.56 1.0% 0.25 <1.0% 
Averag
e 0.78  0.13  0.11  0.47  0.12  
Std dev 0.09  0.06  0.05  0.26  0.07  






























1 0.71 1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
2 0.71 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.51 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
3 0.71 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.48 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
4 0.71 1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.75 1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
5 0.71 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.53 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
6 0.71 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.55 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
7 0.71 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.37 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
8 0.71 1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.17 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
9 0.71 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
10 0.70 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.56 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
Averag
e 0.71  < 0.00  
< 
0.00  0.43  
< 
0.00  
Std dev < 0.00  < 0.00  
< 
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Variable


























1 4.70 7.0% 0.31 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.46 1.0% 0.44 1.0% 
2 4.86 3.0% 0.20 <1.0% 0.17 <1.0% 0.52 <1.0% 0.22 <1.0% 
3 5.00 2.0% 0.17 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 0.32 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 
4 5.14 5.0% 0.33 <1.0% 0.27 <1.0% 0.94 1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 
5 5.14 3.0% 0.34 <1.0% 0.27 <1.0% 0.39 <1.0% 0.39 <1.0% 
6 4.92 2.0% 0.12 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.72 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
7 4.83 3.0% 0.17 <1.0% 0.13 <1.0% 0.52 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 
8 4.75 6.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.43 1.0% 
9 4.96 3.0% 0.29 <1.0% 0.29 <1.0% 0.70 1.0% 0.40 <1.0% 
10 5.17 5.0% 0.35 <1.0% 0.29 <1.0% 1.16 1.0% 0.45 <1.0% 
Averag
e 4.95  0.25  0.21  0.6  0.3  
Std dev 0.17  0.08  0.09  0.28  0.16  
           
Variable


























1 5.14 7.0% 0.14 <1.0% 0.17 <1.0% 0.78 1.0% 0.34 1.0% 
2 5.06 3.0% 0.12 <1.0% 0.12 <1.0% 0.60 <1.0% 0.36 <1.0% 
3 4.82 2.0% 0.32 <1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.46 <1.0% 0.38 <1.0% 
4 4.91 4.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.25 <1.0% 0.74 1.0% 0.46 <1.0% 
5 4.97 3.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 
6 4.91 2.0% 0.23 <1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 0.67 <1.0% 0.21 <1.0% 
7 5.11 3.0% 0.15 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.87 1.0% 0.20 <1.0% 
8 5.11 6.0% 0.15 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 
9 4.87 3.0% 0.27 <1.0% 0.21 <1.0% 0.66 <1.0% 0.32 <1.0% 
10 4.99 5.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.24 <1.0% 0.64 1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 
Averag
e 4.99  0.2  0.19  0.62  0.28  
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Variable




























% 0.57 1.0% 0.60 1.0% 0.35 1.0% 0.54 1.0% 
2 199.76 
102.0
% 0.43 <1.0% 0.43 <1.0% 1.02 1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 
3 200.19 88.0% 0.21 <1.0% 0.28 <1.0% 1.27 1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 
4 200.14 
175.0
% 0.19 <1.0% 0.25 <1.0% 0.82 1.0% 0.19 <1.0% 
5 200.05 
103.0
% 0.06 <1.0% 0.11 <1.0% 1.22 1.0% 0.14 <1.0% 
6 200.00 82.0% 0.10 <1.0% 0.10 <1.0% 1.08 <1.0% 0.50 <1.0% 
7 199.95 
122.0
% 0.10 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.87 1.0% 0.36 <1.0% 
8 199.95 
249.0
% 0.10 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.47 1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 
9 199.99 
135.0
% 0.09 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.88 1.0% 0.38 <1.0% 
10 200.04 
197.0
% 0.05 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 1.20 1.0% 0.38 <1.0% 
Averag
e 199.95  0.19  0.2  0.92  0.31  
Std dev 0.21  0.17  0.19  0.31  0.16  
           
Variable


























1 29.91 43.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.59 1.0% 0.21 <1.0% 
2 29.92 15.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.16 <1.0% 0.78 <1.0% 0.19 <1.0% 
3 30.01 13.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.63 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
4 30.03 26.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 
5 30.07 16.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.22 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 
6 30.05 12.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.39 <1.0% 0.12 <1.0% 
7 29.96 18.0% 0.10 <1.0% 0.09 <1.0% 0.85 1.0% 0.14 <1.0% 
8 30.04 37.0% 0.14 <1.0% 0.14 <1.0% 0.59 1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 
9 30.14 
2<1.0
% 0.12 <1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 0.89 1.0% 0.22 <1.0% 
10 30.07 
3<1.0
% 0.06 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 0.36 <1.0% 0.17 <1.0% 
Averag
e 30.02  0.09  0.09  0.57  0.13  
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Variable


























1 5.03 7.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.19 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
2 5.04 3.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 
3 5.02 2.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.60 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
4 5.01 4.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.64 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
5 5.05 3.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.43 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 
6 5.04 2.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 0.88 <1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 
7 5.02 3.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.76 1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
8 5.02 6.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.23 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
9 4.99 3.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.74 1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
10 4.99 5.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.35 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 
Averag
e 5.02  0.03  0.03  0.52  0.04  
Std dev 0.02  0.01  0.01  0.23  0.02  
           
Variable


























1 5.02 7.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 0.37 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
2 4.99 3.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.64 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 
3 4.97 2.0% 0.05 <1.0% 0.06 <1.0% 0.61 <1.0% 0.08 <1.0% 
4 5.00 4.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.39 <1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 
5 4.99 3.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.51 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
6 4.99 2.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.88 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 
7 5.01 3.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.65 <1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
8 5.00 6.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.41 1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
9 4.99 3.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.39 <1.0% 0.04 <1.0% 
10 5.02 5.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.02 <1.0% 0.63 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
Averag
e 5  0.02  0.02  0.55  0.03  
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Variable





n  Mean  
Rando















1 251.59 4.0% 73.23 1.0% 69.23 1.0% 37.02 1.0% 97.65 1.0% 
2 185.78 1.0% 37.69 <1.0% 50.53 <1.0% 62.43 <1.0% 36.66 <1.0% 
3 208.96 1.0% 13.96 <1.0% 25.82 <1.0% 79.33 <1.0% 42.13 <1.0% 
4 212.42 2.0% 10.47 <1.0% 20.18 <1.0% 45.11 <1.0% 54.86 <1.0% 
5 241.53 1.0% 47.31 <1.0% 39.07 <1.0% 32.65 <1.0% 24.64 <1.0% 
6 295.83 1.0% 98.48 <1.0% 84.32 <1.0% 6.60 <1.0% 93.80 <1.0% 
7 272.58 2.0% 83.96 1.0% 68.35 <1.0% 132.38 1.0% 
121.9
9 1.0% 
8 193.32 2.0% 37.86 <1.0% 53.41 1.0% 52.69 1.0% 46.28 1.0% 
9 165.44 1.0% 56.95 <1.0% 74.09 1.0% 144.26 1.0% 
117.9
9 1.0% 




e 229.18  54.97  57.1  60.95  73.78  
Std dev 42.35  30.91  23.24  45.89  36.43  
           
Variable





n  Mean  
Rando















1 59.74 1.0% 16.27 <1.0% 23.62 <1.0% 43.83 1.0% 43.18 1.0% 
2 82.47 <1.0% 20.70 <1.0% 20.36 <1.0% 41.02 <1.0% 28.65 <1.0% 
3 76.38 <1.0% 30.57 <1.0% 31.90 <1.0% 43.11 <1.0% 31.89 <1.0% 
4 75.59 1.0% 30.10 <1.0% 31.60 <1.0% 43.92 <1.0% 13.73 <1.0% 
5 88.28 <1.0% 29.95 <1.0% 15.49 <1.0% 30.04 <1.0% 0.85 <1.0% 
6 76.00 <1.0% 16.12 <1.0% 3.74 <1.0% 22.43 <1.0% 16.30 <1.0% 
7 68.35 <1.0% 11.50 <1.0% 15.92 <1.0% 18.69 <1.0% 30.05 <1.0% 
8 59.58 1.0% 16.42 <1.0% 23.81 <1.0% 32.71 <1.0% 11.51 <1.0% 
9 93.95 1.0% 32.48 <1.0% 32.16 <1.0% 21.25 <1.0% 56.82 <1.0% 
10 119.75 1.0% 59.88 1.0% 49.74 <1.0% 36.49 <1.0% 55.61 1.0% 
Averag
e 80.01  26.4  24.83  33.35  28.86  




































% 0.83 1.0% 1.28 2.0% 2.20 3.0% 2.03 3.0% 
2 6.08 3.0% 2.06 1.0% 2.79 1.0% 3.10 2.0% 4.34 2.0% 
3 7.58 3.0% 2.97 1.0% 3.05 1.0% 4.86 2.0% 1.42 1.0% 
4 11.03 
1<1.0
% 5.06 4.0% 4.20 4.0% 2.89 3.0% 1.98 2.0% 
5 9.50 5.0% 3.72 2.0% 3.46 2.0% 2.74 1.0% 5.99 3.0% 
6 5.98 2.0% 1.62 1.0% 1.93 1.0% 3.97 2.0% 0.09 <1.0% 
7 9.41 6.0% 3.65 2.0% 3.39 2.0% 3.76 2.0% 4.37 3.0% 
8 9.99 12.0% 4.30 5.0% 3.38 4.0% 4.49 6.0% 5.61 7.0% 
9 6.87 5.0% 0.78 1.0% 1.20 1.0% 4.67 3.0% 3.31 2.0% 
10 8.29 8.0% 2.35 2.0% 2.07 2.0% 2.02 2.0% 5.12 5.0% 
Averag
e 8.15  2.73  2.67  3.47  3.43  
Std dev 1.76  1.45  1.01  1.03  1.98  
           
Variable


























1 1.51 2.0% 0.59 1.0% 0.61 1.0% 0.58 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 
2 2.00 1.0% 0.82 <1.0% 0.56 <1.0% 0.20 <1.0% 0.56 <1.0% 
3 2.21 1.0% 1.04 1.0% 0.83 <1.0% 1.10 1.0% 0.90 <1.0% 
4 1.88 2.0% 0.66 1.0% 0.67 1.0% 0.68 1.0% 0.85 1.0% 
5 1.91 1.0% 0.70 <1.0% 0.70 <1.0% 0.65 <1.0% 0.25 <1.0% 
6 1.82 1.0% 0.81 <1.0% 0.81 <1.0% 0.53 <1.0% 1.15 1.0% 
7 1.01 1.0% 0.53 <1.0% 0.68 <1.0% 0.75 1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 
8 1.35 2.0% 0.23 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.67 1.0% 0.03 <1.0% 
9 1.33 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 0.76 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 
10 1.33 1.0% 0.26 <1.0% 0.33 <1.0% 1.20 1.0% 0.42 <1.0% 
Averag
e 1.64  0.59  0.58  0.71  0.5  
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Variable


























1 4.95 7.0% 1.28 2.0% 1.26 2.0% 0.93 1.0% 1.73 3.0% 
2 3.58 2.0% 0.93 1.0% 1.29 1.0% 0.94 1.0% 2.64 1.0% 
3 3.06 1.0% 1.62 1.0% 2.08 1.0% 2.24 1.0% 3.45 2.0% 
4 3.61 3.0% 1.48 1.0% 1.78 2.0% 3.21 3.0% 0.82 1.0% 
5 4.50 2.0% 0.90 1.0% 0.15 <1.0% 1.82 1.0% 1.03 1.0% 
6 6.05 3.0% 2.68 1.0% 2.07 1.0% 1.89 1.0% 2.05 1.0% 
7 7.18 4.0% 3.58 2.0% 3.12 2.0% 4.47 3.0% 3.44 2.0% 
8 5.60 7.0% 1.94 2.0% 1.95 2.0% 3.98 5.0% 1.99 3.0% 
9 4.91 3.0% 1.23 1.0% 1.21 1.0% 2.62 2.0% 0.67 1.0% 
10 4.55 5.0% 1.80 2.0% 1.85 2.0% 2.83 3.0% 3.59 4.0% 
Averag
e 4.8  1.74  1.68  2.49  2.14  
Std dev 1.25  0.83  0.77  1.18  1.11  






























1 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.33 1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
2 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.62 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
3 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.59 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
4 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.68 1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
5 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.58 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
6 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.49 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 
7 0.11 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.30 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
8 0.11 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 0.23 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
9 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 
0.00 <1.0% 0.54 <1.0% 0.01 <1.0% 
10 0.10 <1.0% < 0.00 <1.0% 
< 




e 0.1  < 0.00  
< 
0.00  0.49  
< 
0.00  
Std dev < 0.00  < 0.00  
< 
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Variable


























1 54.07 8.0% 14.98 2.0% 9.18 1.0% 10.13 1.0% 15.90 2.0% 
2 44.29 2.0% 3.89 <1.0% 5.88 <1.0% 8.15 <1.0% 14.91 1.0% 
3 39.90 2.0% 8.11 <1.0% 9.50 <1.0% 19.78 1.0% 21.14 1.0% 
4 50.55 4.0% 11.39 1.0% 10.23 1.0% 23.89 2.0% 21.64 2.0% 
5 47.03 2.0% 14.99 1.0% 15.48 1.0% 16.19 1.0% 25.43 1.0% 
6 53.45 2.0% 20.72 1.0% 20.10 1.0% 25.57 1.0% 28.65 1.0% 
7 56.61 3.0% 18.27 1.0% 17.04 1.0% 10.69 1.0% 22.19 1.0% 
8 35.27 4.0% 13.84 2.0% 16.11 2.0% 13.62 2.0% 0.50 <1.0% 
9 35.26 2.0% 13.85 1.0% 16.12 1.0% 18.13 1.0% 14.38 1.0% 
10 56.96 6.0% 18.68 2.0% 17.47 2.0% 24.98 2.0% 5.95 1.0% 
Averag
e 47.34  13.87  13.71  17.11  17.07  
Std dev 8.35  5.06  4.62  6.42  8.69  






























1 7.63 11.0% 1.79 3.0% 1.56 2.0% 1.81 3.0% 0.72 1.0% 
2 8.05 4.0% 2.23 1.0% 1.43 1.0% 1.77 1.0% 0.05 <1.0% 
3 8.83 4.0% 3.16 1.0% 2.48 1.0% 2.46 1.0% 2.92 1.0% 
4 8.43 7.0% 2.75 2.0% 2.51 2.0% 3.03 3.0% 3.23 3.0% 
5 5.28 3.0% 1.89 1.0% 2.38 1.0% 2.33 1.0% 0.07 <1.0% 
6 5.30 2.0% 1.88 1.0% 2.36 1.0% 1.16 1.0% 3.22 1.0% 
7 6.50 4.0% 0.53 <1.0% 0.95 1.0% 1.61 1.0% 3.52 2.0% 
8 6.52 8.0% 0.50 1.0% 0.91 1.0% 2.26 3.0% 2.23 3.0% 
9 8.56 6.0% 2.86 2.0% 2.63 2.0% 2.61 2.0% 4.45 3.0% 
10 9.74 
1<1.0
% 3.81 4.0% 3.19 3.0% 3.16 3.0% 2.06 2.0% 
Averag
e 7.48  2.14  2.04  2.22  2.25  
Std dev 1.52  1.07  0.77  0.64  1.52  
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Variable Thickness_swell_              










































































































1 5.08 9.0% 2.28 4.0% 0.34 12.0% 2.38 4.0% 0.1 42.0% 4.31 19.0% 2.53 9.0% 2.31 87.0% 
2 3.89 7.0% 1.71 3.0% <0.00 1.0% 1.02 2.0% <0.00 <1.0% 2.1 16.0% 2.56 9.0% 2.28 86.0% 
3 2.27 4.0% 1.94 3.0% 0.65 48.0% 0.58 1.0% 0.09 7.0% 1.27 9.0% 2.57 9.0% 2.28 86.0% 
4 2.22 4.0% 2.12 4.0% 0.12 53.0% 1.99 4.0% <0.00 <1.0% 3.67 16.0% 2.51 9.0% 2.24 85.0% 
5 6.33 11.0% 1.64 3.0% <0.00 0.0% 0.63 1.0% 0.1 4.0% 3.96 17.0% 2.61 9.0% 2.33 88.0% 
6 7.41 13.0% 1.89 3.0% <0.00 1.0% 1.14 2.0% <0.00 <1.0% 3.16 14.0% 2.71 10.0% 2.38 90.0% 
7 2.24 4.0% 1.95 3.0% <0.00 0.0% 2.37 4.0% <0.00 <1.0% 3.91 17.0% 2.57 9.0% 2.3 87.0% 
8 3.71 7.0% 2.66 5.0% <0.00 1.0% 2.31 4.0% <0.00 <1.0% 5.12 22.0% 2.55 9.0% 2.25 85.0% 
9 4.98 9.0% 2.28 4.0% 0.07 31.0% 2.42 4.0% 0.1 42.0% 4.33 19.0% 2.53 9.0% 2.25 85.0% 
10 4.6 8.0% 2.51 4.0% 0.16 6.0% 1.83 3.0% <0.00 0.0% 3.75 16.0% 2.44 9.0% 2.23 85.0% 
Average 4.27  2.1  0.13  1.67  0.04  3.56  2.56  2.29  
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Variable preasure               










































































































1 304.62 54.0% 87.43 16.0% 58.13 47.0% 118.64 21.0% <0.00 <1.0% 225.17 18.0% 124.46 8.0% 116.24 84.0% 
2 234.03 41.0% 36.13 7.0% 50.02 108.0% 44.27 8.0% <0.00 <1.0% 68.63 15.0% 130.94 9.0% 119.04 86.0% 
3 114.52 20.0% 52.89 10.0% 1.18 2.0% 33.14 6.0% <0.00 <1.0% 107.8 16.0% 126.33 9.0% 116.26 84.0% 
4 110.21 19.0% 79.73 14.0% 31.3 26.0% 101.96 18.0% <0.00 <1.0% 231.17 19.0% 121.04 8.0% 112.54 81.0% 
5 362.63 65.0% 62.55 11.0% 36.53 30.0% 2.9 1.0% <0.00 <1.0% 240.2 20.0% 124.34 8.0% 117.2 84.0% 
6 433.49 77.0% 58.2 10.0% 6.24 5.0% 64.14 11.0% <0.00 <1.0% 208.97 18.0% 130.86 9.0% 122.46 88.0% 
7 115.86 21.0% 59.62 11.0% 15.12 13.0% 121.89 22.0% <0.00 <1.0% 202.87 17.0% 127.48 9.0% 119.87 86.0% 
8 194.47 35.0% 76.56 14.0% 33.25 27.0% 108.65 19.0% <0.00 <1.0% 246.43 20.0% 129.27 9.0% 120.31 86.0% 
9 315.32 56.0% 82.84 15.0% 18.37 15.0% 114.88 21.0% 2.02 17.0% 228.57 19.0% 128.52 9.0% 120.03 86.0% 
10 297.85 53.0% 80.16 14.0% 32.12 26.0% 74.2 13.0% <0.00 <1.0% 228.7 19.0% 122.5 8.0% 115.85 83.0% 
Average 248.3  67.61  28.23  78.47  0.2  198.85  126.57  117.98  
Std dev 113.08  16.31  18.17  41.43  0.64  60.42  3.43  2.89  
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Variable QC_MOR               










































































































1 35.62 6.0% 998.73 18.0% 976.28 17.0% 74.98 13.0% <0.00 <1.0% 982.72 17.0% 36.76 6.0% 33.5 6.0% 
2 25.83 5.0% 1280.5 22.0% 1315.6 23.0% 8.4 1.0% 6.97 12.0% 1359.2 23.0% 35.64 6.0% 31.88 5.0% 
3 28.68 5.0% 1542.9 26.0% 1811.6 31.0% 131.81 23.0% <0.00 <1.0% 1149.1 20.0% 37.38 6.0% 33.81 6.0% 
4 32.17 6.0% 1752.4 32.0% 406.54 7.0% 151.55 27.0% <0.00 <1.0% 1159.5 20.0% 40.8 7.0% 37.27 6.0% 
5 43.05 8.0% 1670.4 30.0% 686.01 12.0% 109.42 20.0% <0.00 <1.0% 1145.2 20.0% 40.81 7.0% 37.07 6.0% 
6 67.21 12.0% 1671.5 30.0% 1340.1 23.0% 48.12 9.0% 1.54 3.0% 1149 20.0% 39.3 7.0% 35.52 6.0% 
7 29.5 5.0% 1722.3 31.0% 1124.3 19.0% 105.06 19.0% 0.09 <1.0% 1517.2 26.0% 38.55 7.0% 35.36 6.0% 
8 29.65 5.0% 1801.8 33.0% 503.46 9.0% 113.88 21.0% <0.00 <1.0% 1702.6 29.0% 39.37 7.0% 35.54 6.0% 
9 31.75 6.0% 1014.4 18.0% 992.19 17.0% 137.22 25.0% 0.09 <1.0% 973.62 17.0% 41 7.0% 36.92 6.0% 
10 33.31 6.0% 1012.5 18.0% 967.71 17.0% 127.69 23.0% 0.17 <1.0% 980.3 17.0% 28.48 61.0% 28.67 61.0% 
Average 35.68  1446.7  1012.4  100.81  0.89  1211.9  37.81  34.55  
Std dev 12.03  334.84  419.91  44.51  2.19  243.53  3.75  2.69  
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Function of Every Simulated Variable 













bin_level1 D7 =ROUND(5+2*(T.INV(RAND(),2)/5.2422),2) 
bin_level2 D8 =ROUND(5+2*(LOGNORM.INV(RAND(),0,0.5)/1.72-
0.63),2) 






































temp_outside D24 Value going czclic between 10 and 25 
Crew D25 1 or 2 
Product_no D26 from 1 to 5 
Planned_Thick
nes 
D27 20, 30 ,40 , 50 , 60  
planned_Densit
y 
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IB D101 =ROUND(D114*2*(1+0.2*D25*(NORM.INV(RAND(),0
,0.32159))),2) 
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VBA Code for Data Simulation 
Sub DataNULL() 
Worksheets("sensordata").Activate 
NoRows = Range("A1").Value 
NULLRandom = Range("C2").Value 
NULLBlock = Range("C3").Value 
OUTLIERSRandom = Range("C4").Value 





  Worksheets("sensordata").Range("E8") 
 
For i = 1 To 100 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Activate 
  Range("A8:CZ4481").Sort Key1:=Range("A8"), Order1:=xlAscending, 
Header:=xlNo 
  StartCell = Range("E8").Offset(0, i) 
  EndCell = Range("E8").Offset(NULLRandom, i) 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(8, 4 + i), Cells(8 + NULLRandom, 4 + 
i)).Value = -100000.01 
  ColumnNumber = i + 4 
  ColumnLetter = Split(Cells(1, ColumnNumber).Address, "$")(1) 
   
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(9 + NULLRandom, 4 + i), Cells(9 + 
NULLRandom + OUTLIERSRandom, 4 + i)).Formula _ 
    = "=RANDBETWEEN($" & ColumnLetter & "$2*100 ,$" & ColumnLetter & 
"$3*100)/100" 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(9 + NULLRandom, 4 + i), Cells(9 + 
NULLRandom + OUTLIERSRandom, 4 + i)).Copy 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(9 + NULLRandom, 4 + i), Cells(9 + 
NULLRandom + OUTLIERSRandom, 4 + i)).PasteSpecial xlPasteValues 
Next i 
Range("A8:CZ4481").Sort Key1:=Range("B8"), Order1:=xlAscending, 
Header:=xlNo 
For i = 1 To 100 
  MaxRange = NoRows - NULLBlock 
  randomNumber = Int(MaxRange * Rnd) + 1 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(8 + randomNumber, 4 + i), Cells(8 + 
randomNumber + NULLRandom, 4 + i)).Value = -100000.01 
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  MaxRange2 = NoRows - OUTLIERSBlock 
  randomNumber2 = Int(MaxRange2 * Rnd) 
  If randomNumber2 - NULLBlock >= randomNumber Then 
  If randomNumber2 + NULLBlock <= randomNumber + NULLBlock Then 
  randomNumber2 = randomNumber2 + NULLBlock 
  End If 
  End If 
  ColumnNumber = i + 4 
  ColumnLetter = Split(Cells(1, ColumnNumber).Address, "$")(1) 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(8 + randomNumber2, 4 + i), Cells(8 + 
randomNumber2 + OUTLIERSBlock, 4 + i)).Formula _ 
    = "=RANDBETWEEN($" & ColumnLetter & "$2*100 ,$" & ColumnLetter & 
"$3*100)/100" 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(8 + randomNumber2, 4 + i), Cells(8 + 
randomNumber2 + OUTLIERSBlock, 4 + i)).Copy 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range(Cells(8 + randomNumber2, 4 + i), Cells(8 + 
randomNumber2 + OUTLIERSBlock, 4 + i)).PasteSpecial xlPasteValues 
Next i 
 
For i = 1 To 10 
  If i = 1 Then 
    randomNumber = Worksheets("qualitycontrol").Range("J2").Value - 1 
  ElseIf i = 2 Then 
    randomNumber = Worksheets("qualitycontrol").Range("J3").Value - 1 
  Else 
    firstValue = Worksheets("qualitycontrol").Range("J2").Value 
    randomNumber = Int((NoRows - firstValue) * Rnd) + firstValue 
  End If 
  Worksheets("Main_Sensor_Data").Range("E6:CZ6").Offset(randomNumber, 
0).Copy _ 
  Worksheets("sensordata").Range("E8").Offset(randomNumber, 0) 
   
  For j = 1 To 100 
    timelag = Range("D5").Offset(0, j).Value 
    Worksheets("Main_Sensor_Data").Range("D6").Offset(randomNumber - 
timelag, j).Copy _ 
    Worksheets("sensordata").Range("D8").Offset(randomNumber - timelag, j) 
 
  Next j 
   
Next i 
 









from DataFusion import DataFusionAlignmentMeasured 
from DataFusion import DataFusionAlignmentPrediction 
from QualityAssessment import QAMinMaxPrediction 
from QualityAssessment import QAMinMaxMeasured 
from QualityAssessment import QAGrubbsPrediction 
from QualityAssessment import QAGrubbsMeasured 
from DataImputationMethod import ImputationMethodSelection 
from DataImputation import ImputationPrediction 
from DataImputation import ImputationMeasured 
from ModelMethod import ModelMethodSelection 
from ModelMethodCalculation import ModelMethodCreation 
from ModelImputation import ModelPrediction 
from VariableSelection import Variablepreselection 




#  Connect to the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
#  Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 
# Variable declaration 
secondsBetweenCheck = 5   #Sets the time between new 
checks (15min = 900sec) 
LinespeedMedianValues = 1 
PercentTrainingsData= 0.8 
folds= 10 
LookBack = 4000 
 
Grubbsalpha = 0.01 
NNAlpha = 0.05             # alpha for Neural network 
HiddenLayers =(100,100,50) 
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PCANoComponents = 6 
RTbDepth = 4 
RtbEstimators = 300 
kNNNeigbors = 3 
LASSOAlpha = 0.05 
RidgeAlpha = 0.05 
LassoCutOff = 0.07 
 
LastValueCheckOld = 0          # number of last input 
LastValueCheckNew = 0 
 
# Function looks up the last input 
def LastInput(): 
    global LastValueCheckOld 
    global LastValueCheckNew 
    mycursor.execute("SELECT * FROM qualitycontrol WHERE inputNo = 
(SELECT MAX(inputNo) FROM qualitycontrol)") 
    myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
    # Store last index No 
    for row in myresult: 
        LastValueCheckNew = (int(row[1])) 






    sqlFormula1= "SELECT * FROM program.research" 
    mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
    myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
    allDatabases = [] 
    for row in myresult: 
        allDatabases.append(row) 
    NoRuns = len(allDatabases) 
     
 
    for RUN in range(1): 
         
        sqlFormula21 = "DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `program`.`sensordata`" 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula21) 
        mydb.commit() 
        sqlFormula3 = "CREATE TABLE `program`.`sensordata` SELECT * 
FROM program.`{}`".format(str(allDatabases[RUN][1])) 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3) 
        mydb.commit() 
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        sqlFormula41 = "DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `program`.`qualitycontrol`" 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula41) 
        mydb.commit() 
        sqlFormula5 = "CREATE TABLE program.`qualitycontrol` SELECT * 
FROM program.`{}`".format(str(allDatabases[RUN][2])) 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula5) 
        mydb.commit() 
         
        sqlFormula61 = "DROP TABLE IF EXISTS 
`program`.`fuseddataprediction`" 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula61) 
        mydb.commit() 
        sqlFormula7 = "CREATE TABLE program.`fuseddataprediction` SELECT 
* FROM program.`{}`".format(str(allDatabases[RUN][3])) 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula7) 
        mydb.commit() 
         
        sqlFormula81 = "DROP TABLE IF EXISTS 
`program`.`fuseddatameasured`" 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula81) 
        mydb.commit() 
        sqlFormula9 = "CREATE TABLE program.`fuseddatameasured` SELECT 
* FROM program.`{}`".format(str(allDatabases[RUN][4])) 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula9) 
        mydb.commit() 
         
        sqlFormula101 = "DROP TABLE IF EXISTS `program`.`sensordistance`" 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula101) 
        mydb.commit() 
        sqlFormula11 = "CREATE TABLE program.`sensordistance` SELECT * 
FROM program.`{}`".format(str(allDatabases[RUN][5])) 
        mycursor.execute(sqlFormula11) 
        mydb.commit() 
         
        number = int(allDatabases[RUN][0]) 
        name = str(allDatabases[RUN][7]) 
        CR = str(allDatabases[RUN][6]) 
 
    Method=[] 
    Model=[] 
    CalculatedModel=[] 
    TimeBegin= datetime.datetime.now() 
    global LastValueCheckOld 
    global LastValueCheckNew 
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    global Grubbsalpha 
    global LinespeedMedianValues 
    global PercentTrainingsData 
    global folds 
    global LookBack 
    global NNAlpha 
    global HiddenLayers 
    global PCANoComponents 
    global RTbDepth 
    global RtbEstimators 
    global kNNNeigbors 
    global LASSOAlpha 
    global RidgeAlpha 
    LastInput() 
    if int(LastValueCheckNew) != int(LastValueCheckOld):      # Check if the new 
index is new 
        print("there is a new value ") 
        LastValueCheckOld = LastValueCheckNew 
        print("Check 1") 
        DataFusionAlignmentMeasured(LinespeedMedianValues)              # 
alignment and creation of new data. 
        print("Check 2") 
        DataFusionAlignmentPrediction(LinespeedMedianValues) 
        print("Check 3") 
        TimeAlignment= datetime.datetime.now() 
        print("Alignment time:", TimeAlignment-TimeBegin) 
        DeletedRowsM=QAMinMaxMeasured()                   # Min Max Quality 
assessment 
        print("Check 4") 
        DeletedRowsP=QAMinMaxPrediction() 
        print("Check 5") 
        TimeQAMinMax= datetime.datetime.now() 
        print("QA Min Max time:",TimeQAMinMax-TimeAlignment) 
        if CR == "C": 
            OutlierRowsM=QAGrubbsMeasured(Grubbsalpha)                 # Grubbs 
outlier test 
        else: 
            OutlierRowsM = 0 
        print("Check 6") 
        if CR == "C": 
            OutlierRowsP=QAGrubbsPrediction(Grubbsalpha) 
        else: 
            OutlierRowsP = 0 
        print("Check 7") 
        TimeGrubs= datetime.datetime.now() 
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        print("Grubbs time:",TimeGrubs-TimeQAMinMax) 
        
Method=ImputationMethodSelection(PercentTrainingsData,folds,LookBack)  
        print("Imputation Method =\n",Method) 
        if CR == "C": 
            ImputationMeasured(Method,LookBack) 
        else: 
            CR = CR 
        print("Check 8") 
        if CR == "C": 
            ImputationPrediction(Method,LookBack) 
        else: 
            CR = CR 
        print("Check 9") 
        TimeImputation= datetime.datetime.now() 
        print("Data Imputation time:",TimeImputation-TimeGrubs) 
        SelectedVariables=Variablepreselection 
(LookBack,LASSOAlpha,LassoCutOff) 
        print("Check 9.5") 




        print("Model =\n",Model) 




        print("Check 10") 
        NoRowsPredicted = 
ModelPrediction(SelectedVariables,CalculatedModel,Model) 
        print("Check 11") 
        TimePrediction= datetime.datetime.now() 
        print("Updated: Imputation and Model: done= ",TimePrediction-
TimeImputation) 
        #resach output start 




        TimeEnd= datetime.datetime.now() 
    else: # Start with the program 
        print("no new value") 
        DataFusionAlignmentPrediction(LinespeedMedianValues)  
        QAMinMaxPrediction() 
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        QAGrubbsPrediction(Grubbsalpha) 
        ImputationPrediction(Method,LookBack) 
        TimeEnd= datetime.datetime.now() 
    duration= TimeEnd-TimeBegin 
    print("Time needed= {}".format(duration)) 
    print("Alignment time:", TimeAlignment-TimeBegin) 
    print("QA Min Max time:",TimeQAMinMax-TimeAlignment) 
    print("Grubbs time:",TimeGrubs-TimeQAMinMax) 
    print("Data Imputation time:",TimeImputation-TimeGrubs) 
    print("Updated: Imputation and Model: done= ",TimePrediction-
TimeImputation) 
    time.sleep(secondsBetweenCheck)             # Secends before new DB 
lookup 









#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 
def DataFusionAlignmentMeasured(LinespeedMedianValues): 
 numberOfValuesMedian = LinespeedMedianValues   # number of 
intervals the programm fatches values 
 # Find all new Timestamps 
 NewTime=[] 
 sqlFormula1= "SELECT q.TimeStamp FROM qualitycontrol q Natural 
Left Join fuseddatameasured f WHERE f.TimeStamp IS NULL ORDER BY 
q.TimeStamp" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
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  NewTime.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Sensordistance 
 SensorData=[] 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): # -Timestamp and Linespeed = 
number of Sensor 
  sqlFormula4= "SELECT Distance FROM program.sensordistance 
WHERE SensorName = '{}'".format(PTableColums[2+i]) 
  Sensor= PTableColums[2+i] 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   SensorData.append(row[0]) 
  mydb.commit() 
 # Get the Linespeed to the time of QC Measurement 
 Linespeed=[] 
 for i in range(len(NewTime)): 
  #Timestamp 
  QCTime =NewTime[i-1] 
  #Linespeed 
  sqlFormula4 = "SELECT Linespeed, Stime FROM 
program.sensordata WHERE STime <= '{}' ORDER BY STime DESC LIMIT 
1".format(QCTime) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult:  
   Linespeed.append(float(row[0])) 
  mydb.commit()  
 # Get the SensorData and QC Data with the timelag 
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 for i in range(len(NewTime)): 
  SData = [] 
  QCdata=[] 
  QCTime =NewTime[i-1] 
  # QC Data 
  sqlFormula3 = "SELECT * FROM program.qualitycontrol WHERE 
TimeStamp BETWEEN %s AND %s" 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3,(QCTime,QCTime)) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   for j in range(len(row)-1): 
    QCdata.append(float(row[j+1])) 
  mydb.commit() 
  # Sensordata 
  Linespeed1=Linespeed[i] 
  for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
   SDataMedian = [] 
   Time1 = QCTime - 
datetime.timedelta(seconds=(SensorData[k]/Linespeed1)) 
   sqlFormula5 = "SELECT {} FROM program.sensordata 
WHERE STime <= '{}' AND '{}' IS NOT NULL ORDER BY STime DESC LIMIT 
{}".format(PTableColums[2+k],Time1,PTableColums[2+k],numberOfValuesMed
ian) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula5) 
   myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
   for row in myresult: 
    for l in range(len(row)): 
     #if time smaller than SData = NULL -100000 
     try:  
      test = float(row[l]) 
      SDataMedian.append(float(row[l])) 
     except:  
      test = row[l] 
   mydb.commit() 
   try: 
    SData.append(statistics.median(SDataMedian)) 
   except: 
    print("Data Fusion 96", Time1, PTableColums[2+k]) 
  # Create string with values 
  DataString1 = "" 
  for x in range(len(QCdata)-1): 
     DataString1 = DataString1 + ", " + "'" + 
str(round(QCdata[x+1],2)) +"'" 
  DataString1 = DataString1[1:(len(DataString1))] 
  DataString2 = "" 
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  for x in range(len(SData)): 
     DataString2 = DataString2 + ", " +"'" + 
str(round(SData[x],2))+"'"  
  DataString2 = DataString2[1:(len(DataString2))] 
  DataString= "'"+str(QCdata[0])+"'" + ", " + "'"+ str(Linespeed1) 
+"'"+ ", " + "'0'" + ", " + DataString1 + ", " + DataString2 
  # insert vaule into new database 
  sqlFormula6 ="INSERT INTO `program`.`fuseddatameasured` 
VALUES ('{}', {})".format(QCTime,DataString) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula6) 




 numberOfValuesMedian = LinespeedMedianValues   # number of 
intervals the programm fatches values 
 # Find all new Timestamps 
 NewTime=[] 
 sqlFormula1= "SELECT s.STime FROM program.sensordata s Left 
outer Join program.fuseddataprediction f on f.TimeStamp = s.STime where 
f.TimeStamp is null" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  NewTime.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Sensordistance 
 SensorData=[] 
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 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): # -Timestamp and Linespeed = 
number of Sensor 
  sqlFormula4= "SELECT Distance FROM sensordistance WHERE 
SensorName = '{}'".format(PTableColums[2+i]) 
  Sensor= PTableColums[2+i] 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   SensorData.append(row[0]) 
  mydb.commit() 
 # Get the Linespeed to the time of QC Measurement 
 Linespeed=[] 
 for i in range(len(NewTime)): 
  #Timestamp 
  pTime =NewTime[i-1] 
  #Linespeed 
  sqlFormula4 = "SELECT Linespeed, STime FROM 
program.sensordata WHERE STime <= '{}' ORDER BY STime DESC LIMIT 
1".format(pTime) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult:  
   Linespeed.append(float(row[0])) 
  mydb.commit()  
 # Get the SensorData with the timelag 
 for i in range(len(NewTime)): 
  SData = [] 
  pTime =NewTime[i-1] 
  # Sensordata 
  Linespeed1=Linespeed[i] 
  for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
   Time1 = pTime - 
datetime.timedelta(seconds=(SensorData[k]/Linespeed1)) 
   sqlFormula5 = "SELECT {} FROM program.sensordata 
WHERE STime <= '{}' ORDER BY STime DESC LIMIT 
1".format(PTableColums[2+k],Time1) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula5) 
   myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
   if len(myresult) > 0:  
    try: 
     float(myresult[0][0]) 
     for row in myresult: 
      SData.append(round(float(row[0]),2)) 
    except: 
     SData.append("NULL") 
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   else: 
    SData.append("NULL") 
   mydb.commit() 
  # insert vaule into new database 
  DataString1 = "" 
  for x in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
     DataString1 = DataString1 + ", " + "NULL" 
  DataString1 = DataString1[1:(len(DataString1))] 
  DataString2 = "" 
  for x in range(len(SData)): 
     DataString2 = DataString2 + ", " +"" + str(SData[x])+""  
  DataString2 = DataString2[1:(len(DataString2))] 
  DataString= "'0'"+ ", " +"'"+ str(Linespeed1) +"'"+ ", " + 
DataString1 + ", " + DataString2 
  #print(DataString,"\n") 
  sqlFormula6 ="INSERT INTO `program`.`fuseddataprediction` 
VALUES ('{}', {})".format(pTime,DataString) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula6) 








from outliers import smirnov_grubbs as grubbs 
from scipy.stats import t 
import math 
 
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 
def QAMinMaxPrediction(): 
 # Find all Sensor Names in the Sensordistance table 
 SensorNames= [] 
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 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in range(len(myresult)-2): 
  SensorNames.append(myresult[row+2][0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find the minimum value of the maximum Values 
 maxSensors= [] 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
  sqlFormula2 = "SELECT SensorMax, ProductMax, MachineMax 
FROM program.sensordistance WHERE SensorName = 
'{}'".format(SensorNames[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   maxSensors2=[] 
   for i in range(3): 
    try:  
     maximum= float(row[i]) 
     maxSensors2.append(row[i]) 
    except: 
     test= 0 
  maxSensors.append(min(maxSensors2)) 
 # Find the maximum value of the minimum Values 
 minSensors= [] 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
  sqlFormula2 = "SELECT SensorMin, ProductMin, MachineMin 
FROM program.sensordistance WHERE SensorName = 
'{}'".format(SensorNames[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   minSensors2=[] 
   for i in range(3): 
    try:  
     minimum= float(row[i]) 
     minSensors2.append(row[i]) 
    except: 
     test= 0 
  minSensors.append(max(minSensors2)) 
 
 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
  sqlFormula9= "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddataprediction` SET {} 
= NULL WHERE Assessed= 0 AND {} < {} OR {} > 
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{}".format(SensorNames[i],SensorNames[i],minSensors[i],SensorNames[i],max
Sensors[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula9) 
  mydb.commit() 
 
 # set assed value to 1 
 sqlFormula10="UPDATE `program`.`fuseddataprediction` SET 
`Assessed` = '1' WHERE Assessed= 0" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula10) 
 mydb.commit() 
 DeletedRows= 0 
 return DeletedRows 
pass 
def QAMinMaxMeasured(): 
 # Find all Sensor Names in the Sensordistance table 
 SensorNames= [] 
 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in range(len(myresult)-2): 
  row2= row + 2 
  SensorNames.append(myresult[row2][0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find the minimum value of the maximum Values 
 maxSensors= [] 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
  sqlFormula2 = "SELECT SensorMax, ProductMax, MachineMax 
FROM program.sensordistance WHERE SensorName = 
'{}'".format(SensorNames[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   maxSensors2=[] 
   for i in range(3): 
    try:  
     maximum= float(row[i]) 
     maxSensors2.append(row[i]) 
    except: 
     test= 0 
  maxSensors.append(min(maxSensors2)) 
 # Find the maximum value of the minimum Values 
 minSensors= [] 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
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  sqlFormula2 = "SELECT SensorMin, ProductMin, MachineMin 
FROM program.sensordistance WHERE SensorName = 
'{}'".format(SensorNames[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   minSensors2=[] 
   for i in range(3): 
    try:  
     minimum= float(row[i]) 
     minSensors2.append(row[i]) 
    except: 
     test= 0 
  minSensors.append(max(minSensors2)) 
 
 for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
  sqlFormula9= "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddatameasured` SET {} 
= NULL WHERE Assessed= 0 AND {} < {} OR {} > 
{}".format(SensorNames[i],SensorNames[i],minSensors[i],SensorNames[i],max
Sensors[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula9) 
  mydb.commit() 
 
 # set assed value to 1 
 sqlFormula10="UPDATE `program`.`fuseddatameasured` SET 
`Assessed` = '1' WHERE Assessed= 0" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula10) 
 mydb.commit() 
 DeletedRows= 0 
 return DeletedRows 
pass 
def QAGrubbsPrediction(Grubbsalpha): 
 # Find all Sensor Names in the Sensordistance table 
 SensorNames= [] 
 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in range(len(myresult)-2): 
  row2= row + 2 
  SensorNames.append(myresult[row2][0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # find the min and max Values of Grubbs outlier test 
 ProductNumber= [] 
 sqlFormula111= "SELECT distinct Product_no FROM 
program.fuseddataprediction WHERE Product_no is not NULL" 
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 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula111) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 




 for Prodtype in range(len(ProductNumber)): 
  MinGrubbs=[] 
  MaxGrubbs=[] 
  for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
   sqlFormula11="SELECT {} FROM 
program.fuseddataprediction WHERE {} IS not NULL AND Product_no = 
{}".format(SensorNames[i],SensorNames[i],ProductNumber[Prodtype]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula11) 
   myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
   AllValues=[] 
   for row in myresult: 
    AllValues.append(row[0]) 
   mydb.commit() 
   try: 
    MeanValues = statistics.mean(AllValues) 
    StdevValues = statistics.stdev(AllValues) 
    if float(StdevValues) == 0: 
     StdevValues = 1 
    alpha = Grubbsalpha 
    size = len(AllValues) 
    sigvalue=alpha/size 
    df = size-2 
    if df <= 0: 
     df = asdf 
    tcrit = t.ppf(alpha, df) 
    gcrit = math.sqrt(((size-
1)*tcrit/math.sqrt(size*(df+tcrit**2)))**2) 
    MinGrubbs1 = float(MeanValues) - (float(gcrit) * 
float(StdevValues)) 
    MinGrubbs.append(float(MinGrubbs1)) 
    MaxGrubbs1 = float(MeanValues) + (float(gcrit) * 
float(StdevValues)) 
    MaxGrubbs.append(float(MaxGrubbs1)) 
   except: 
    MinGrubbs.append(-1000000) 
    MaxGrubbs.append(1000000) 
  for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
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   sqlFormula12 = "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddataprediction` 
SET {} = NULL WHERE Assessed= 1 And Product_no = {} AND {} < {} OR {} > 
{}".format(SensorNames[i],ProductNumber[Prodtype],SensorNames[i],MinGrub
bs[i],SensorNames[i],MaxGrubbs[i]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula12) 
   mydb.commit() 
 
 sqlFormula13= "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddataprediction` SET 
`Assessed` = '2' WHERE `Assessed` = '1'" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula13) 
 mydb.commit() 
 DeletedRows = 0 
 return DeletedRows 
pass 
def QAGrubbsMeasured(Grubbsalpha): 
 # Find all Sensor Names in the Sensordistance table 
 SensorNames= [] 
 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in range(len(myresult)-2): 
  row2= row + 2 
  SensorNames.append(myresult[row2][0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # find the min and max Values of Grubbs outlier test 
 ProductNumber= [] 
 sqlFormula111= "SELECT distinct Product_no FROM 
program.fuseddatameasured WHERE Product_no is not NULL" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula111) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  ProductNumber.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 
 for Prodtype in range(len(ProductNumber)): 
  MinGrubbs=[] 
  MaxGrubbs=[] 
  for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
   sqlFormula11="SELECT {} FROM 
program.fuseddatameasured WHERE {} IS not NULL AND Product_no = 
{}".format(SensorNames[i],SensorNames[i],ProductNumber[Prodtype]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula11) 
   myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
   AllValues=[] 
   for row in myresult: 
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    AllValues.append(row[0]) 
   mydb.commit() 
   try: 
    MeanValues = statistics.mean(AllValues) 
    StdevValues = statistics.stdev(AllValues) 
    if float(StdevValues) == 0: 
     StdevValues = 1 
    alpha = Grubbsalpha 
    size = len(AllValues) 
    sigvalue=alpha/size 
    df = size-2 
    if df <= 0: 
     df = asdf 
    tcrit = t.ppf(alpha, df) 
    gcrit = math.sqrt(((size-
1)*tcrit/math.sqrt(size*(df+tcrit**2)))**2) 
    MinGrubbs1 = float(MeanValues) - (float(gcrit) * 
float(StdevValues)) 
    MinGrubbs.append(float(MinGrubbs1)) 
    MaxGrubbs1 = float(MeanValues) + (float(gcrit) * 
float(StdevValues)) 
    MaxGrubbs.append(float(MaxGrubbs1)) 
   except: 
    MinGrubbs.append(-1000000) 
    MaxGrubbs.append(1000000) 
 
  for i in range(len(SensorNames)): 
   sqlFormula12 = "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddatameasured` 
SET {} = NULL WHERE Assessed= 1 And Product_no = {} AND {} < {} OR {} > 
{}".format(SensorNames[i],ProductNumber[Prodtype],SensorNames[i],MinGrub
bs[i],SensorNames[i],MaxGrubbs[i]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula12) 
   mydb.commit() 
 sqlFormula13= "UPDATE `program`.`fuseddatameasured` SET 
`Assessed` = '2' WHERE `Assessed` = '1'" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula13) 
 mydb.commit() 
 DeletedRows = 0 
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import math 
from statistics import mean, median, stdev 
import xlwt 
import xlrd 
from xlutils.copy import copy 
 
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 
def ImputationMethodSelection(PercentTrainingsData,folds,LookBack): 
 #  define How much data is in the training data set 
 trainingDataSet= PercentTrainingsData 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Store Variables 
 Variables=[] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(QCTableColums[i+2]) 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(PTableColums[i+2]) 
 # put Variables in a string 
 # Find all Colums in the fused data measutred Table 
 FMTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula3= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.fuseddatameasured" 
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 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 





 for i in range(len(FMTableColums)-4): 
  sqlFormula4= "SELECT {} FROM program.fuseddatameasured 
WHERE {} IS NOT NULL ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit {} 
".format(FMTableColums[i+4],FMTableColums[i+4],LookBack) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  Dataset= [] 
  for row in myresult: 
   Dataset.append(row[0]) 
  CompleteDataSet.append(Dataset) 





 for i in range(len(CompleteDataSet)):    # for every 
column 
  NoRows = len(CompleteDataSet[i]) 
  if NoRows < 2: 
   print("DataImputation 72: NoRows smaller 2") 
  elif int((NoRows*(1-trainingDataSet))) == 0: 
   NoValidationRows = 1 
   NoTrainingRows = NoRows-NoValidationRows 
  else: 
   NoTrainingRows = NoRows - int((NoRows*(1-
trainingDataSet))) 
   NoValidationRows = int((NoRows*(1-trainingDataSet))) 
  # Create Index 
  IndexRows=[] 
  RandomIndex=[] 
  for i in range(NoRows): 
   IndexRows.append(i) 
  for i in range(NoRows): 
   RandomIndex.append(random.random()) 
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  NoInK= int(NoRows/folds) 
 
  trainingIndex=[] 
  validationIndex=[] 
  count=0 
 
  # Create Validation index 
  for j in range(folds):       # for 
every fold 
   validationIndex1=[] 
   for k in range(NoValidationRows):  # for every 
Row in the Validation set 
    if count+k >= NoRows: 
     count=count-NoRows 
    
 validationIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+k]) 
    else: 
    
 validationIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+k]) 
   count= count + NoInK  
   validationIndex.append(validationIndex1) 
  CompletevalidationIndex.append(validationIndex) 
  #Create Training index 
  count=0 
  for j in range(folds):       # for 
every fold 
   trainingIndex1=[] 
   for k in range(NoRows-NoValidationRows): # for every 
Row in the Training set 
    if count+NoValidationRows+k >= NoRows: 
     count=count-NoRows 
    
 trainingIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+NoValidationRows+k]) 
    else: 
    
 trainingIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+NoValidationRows+k]) 
   count= count + NoInK  
   trainingIndex.append(trainingIndex1) 
  CompletetrainingIndex.append(trainingIndex) 
 
 # create report 
 book = xlwt.Workbook(encoding="utf-8") 
 sheet1 = book.add_sheet("Imputation") 
 book.save("report.xls") 
 # Claculate RMSEP for every imputation method 
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 Method=RMSEP(CompleteDataSet,CompletetrainingIndex,Completevali
dationIndex,folds) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Imputation") 
 for i in range(len(Variables)): 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds),0,"Variable:") 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds),1,"{}".format(Variables[i])) 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+(3+folds),0,"Average") 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+(4+folds),0,"Std dev") 
  for j in range(folds): 
   sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+3+j,0,j+1) 
 book1.save("report.xls") 







 for i in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex)):     
 # for every column 
  NoRowsInColum=len(CompleteDataSet[i]) 
  NoTraining=len(CompletetrainingIndex[i]) 
  #NoValidation=len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][0]) 
  RMSEPindicator=[] 
 
  RMSEP1=[] 
  ObservedRangeAll=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i])):  # folds 10 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   ObservedValues=[] 
   SumRMSEP2= 0 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
    # for every Row in the Validation set 
   
 Observed=float(CompleteDataSet[i][CompletevalidationIndex[i][j][k]]) 
    ObservedValues.append(Observed) 
    Predicted= ImputationValues[i][j][k] 
    RMSEP2.append((Observed-Predicted)**2) 
   for l in range(len(RMSEP2)): 
    SumRMSEP2=SumRMSEP2+RMSEP2[l] 
   try: 
    observedRange=round(max(ObservedValues)-
min(ObservedValues),2) 
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   except:  
    observedRange= 0 
   ObservedRangeAll.append(observedRange) 
  
 RMSEP1.append((round(math.sqrt(SumRMSEP2/len(RMSEP2)),2))) 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Imputation") 
 for i in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex)): 
  sheet1.write(1+i*(6+folds),0,"fold") 
  sheet1.write(1+i*(6+folds),MethodNo,"{}".format(MethodName)) 
  sheet1.write(2+i*(6+folds),MethodNo,"RMSEP") 
  sheet1.write(2+i*(6+folds),MethodNo+1,"NRMSEP") 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP[i])): 
   if RMSEP[i][j] <0.01: 
    sheet1.write(j+3+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, "< 0.00") 
   else: 
    sheet1.write(j+3+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, 
RMSEP[i][j]) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP = 
round(float(RMSEP[i][j])/float(ObservedRangeAll[j])*100,2) 
    if NRMSEP < 0.01: 
     NRMSEP ="< 0.00" 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(j+3+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo+1, NRMSEP) 
  RMSEPindicator.append(round(mean(RMSEP[i]),2)) 
  StdDevRMSEP=round(stdev(RMSEP[i]),2) 
  if RMSEPindicator[i] < 0.01: 
   sheet1.write((3+folds)+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, "< 0.00") 
  else: 
   sheet1.write((3+folds)+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, 
RMSEPindicator[i]) 
  if StdDevRMSEP <0.01: 
   sheet1.write((4+folds)+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, "< 0.00") 
  else: 
   sheet1.write((4+folds)+(i*(6+folds)),MethodNo, 
StdDevRMSEP) 
 book1.save("report.xls") 









 for i in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex)):    
   # no colums 103 
  ImputationValues1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i])):   
  # no folds 10 
   ImputationValues2=[] 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
    # no validation varaibles 
    ImputationValues3= 0  
    ImputationValues2.append(ImputationValues3) 
   ImputationValues1.append(ImputationValues2) 
  ImputationValues.append(ImputationValues1) 
 
 MethodNo= 1 











 for i in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex)):  # 8 varaibles 
  Median1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i])):   # 10 
folds 
   Median2=[] 
   Median3=[] 
   for k in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i][j])): # no in 
each fold 
   
 Median3.append(float(round(CompleteDataSet[i][CompletetrainingIndex
[i][j][k]],2))) 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
    Median2.append(round(median(Median3),2)) 
   Median1.append(Median2) 
  Median0.append(Median1) 
 ImputationValues=Median0 
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 MethodNo= 3 










 for i in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex)):  # 8 varaibles 
  Mean1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i])):   # 10 
folds 
   Mean2=[] 
   Mean3=[] 
   for k in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i][j])): # no in 
each fold 
   
 Mean3.append(float(round(CompleteDataSet[i][CompletetrainingIndex[i]
[j][k]],2))) 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
    Mean2.append(round(mean(Mean3),2)) 
   Mean1.append(Mean2) 
  Mean0.append(Mean1) 
 ImputationValues=Mean0 
 MethodNo= 5 












 for i in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex)):  # 8 varaibles 
  Min1=[] 
  Max1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i])):   # 10 
folds 
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   Min2=[] 
   Max2=[] 
   for k in range(len(CompletetrainingIndex[i][j])): # no in 
each fold 
   
 Min2.append(float(round(CompleteDataSet[i][CompletetrainingIndex[i][j][
k]],2))) 
   
 Max2.append(float(round(CompleteDataSet[i][CompletetrainingIndex[i][j]
[k]],2))) 
   Min1.append(round(min(Min2),2)) 
   Max1.append(round(max(Max2),2)) 
  Min0.append(Min1) 
  Max0.append(Max1) 
 ImputationValues= [] 
 for i in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex)): 
  ImputationValues1= [] 
  for j in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i])): 
   ImputationValues2= [] 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
   
 ImputationValues2.append(float(random.randint(int((Min0[i][j]-1)*100), 
int((Max0[i][j])*100))/100)) 
   ImputationValues1.append(ImputationValues2) 
  ImputationValues.append(ImputationValues1) 
 MethodNo= 7 











 for i in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex)): 
  sortedValidationIndex1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i])): 
   toSort=CompletevalidationIndex[i][j] 
   sortedValidationIndex1.append(sorted(toSort)) 
  sortedValidationIndex.append(sortedValidationIndex1) 
 ImputationValues=[] 
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 for i in range(len(CompleteDataSet)):    # for each 
of 8 variables  
  ImputationValues1=[] 
  for j in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i])): # folds 10 
   ImputationValues2=[] 
   for k in range(len(CompletevalidationIndex[i][j])): 
 # no validation varaibles 2 
    ImputationValues3= 
float(CompleteDataSet[i][sortedValidationIndex[i][j][k]-1]) 
    ImputationValues2.append(ImputationValues3) 
   ImputationValues1.append(ImputationValues2) 
  ImputationValues.append(ImputationValues1) 
 MethodNo= 9 





























 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])):  # 8 Varaibles 
  MethodSelection1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)):  # 7 Methods 
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   MethodSelection1.append(float(RMSEP[j][i])) 
  MethodSelection.append(min(MethodSelection1)) 
 
 count=0 
 Method=[[]for i in range(len(RMSEP[0]))] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])):   # 8 Variables 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)):   # 7 Methods 
   if RMSEP[j][i] == MethodSelection[i]: 
    Method[i]=imputationMethod[j] 
    count=+1 
 




from statistics import median 
import random 
 
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 




 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
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 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Store Variables 
 Variables=[] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(QCTableColums[i+2]) 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(PTableColums[i+2]) 
 
 # if this Mehtod than ...  
  # 
"Indicator","Median","Mean","Random","LOCF","LinearRegression","kNN1","Ma
ximumLikelyhood" 
 for i in range(len(Method)): 
  NullRows= [] 
  sqlFormula4="SELECT * FROM {} WHERE {} IS NULL ORDER 
BY `TimeStamp`".format(table,Variables[i]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   NullRows.append(row) 
  mydb.commit() 
 
  if Method[i]== "Indicator": 
   IndicatorImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i]) 
  elif Method[i]== "Median": 
   MedianImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "Mean": 
   MeanImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "Random": 
   RandomImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "LOCF": 
   LOCFImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i]) 
  elif Method[i]== "LinearRegression": 
   LinearRegressionImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i]) 
  elif Method[i]== "kNN1": 
   kNN1Imputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i]) 
  elif Method[i]== "MaximumLikelyhood": 
  
 MaximumLikelyhoodImputation(NullRows,table,Variables[i]) 
  else: 
   print("Imputation = something is totally wrong!") 
  for j in range(len(NullRows)): 
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   sqlFormula= "UPDATE {} SET `Assessed` = '3' WHERE 
(`TimeStamp` = '{}')".format(table,NullRows[j][0]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula) 




 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 
 # if this Mehtod than ...  
  # 
"Indicator","Median","Mean","Random","LOCF","LinearRegression","kNN1" 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
  NullRows= [] 
  sqlFormula4="SELECT * FROM {} WHERE {} IS NULL ORDER 
BY `TimeStamp`".format(table,PTableColums[i+2]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   NullRows.append(row) 
  mydb.commit() 
 
  if Method[i]== "Indicator": 
   IndicatorImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2]) 
  elif Method[i]== "Median": 
  
 MedianImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "Mean": 
  
 MeanImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "Random": 
  
 RandomImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2],LookBack) 
  elif Method[i]== "LOCF": 
   LOCFImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2]) 
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  elif Method[i]== "kNN1": 
   kNN1Imputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2]) 
  elif Method[i]== "MaximumLikelyhood": 
  
 MaximumLikelyhoodImputation(NullRows,table,PTableColums[i+2]) 
  else: 
   print("Imputation = something is totally wrong!") 
  for j in range(len(NullRows)): 
   sqlFormula= "UPDATE {} SET `Assessed` = '3' WHERE 
(`TimeStamp` = '{}')".format(table,NullRows[j][0]) 
   mycursor.execute(sqlFormula) 






 for i in range(len(NULLROWS)): 
  sqlFormula6="UPDATE {} SET {} = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(TABLE,VARIABLES,indicator,NULLROWS[i][0]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula6) 
  mydb.commit() 
pass 
def MedianImputation(NULLROWS,TABLE,VARIABLES,LookBack): 
 NoMedian =[0,0] 
 MEDIAN= 0 
 sqlFormula7="SELECT count({}) FROM {} WHERE {} IS NOT NULL 
".format(VARIABLES,TABLE,VARIABLES) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula7) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  if (row[0]%2)==0: # EVEN 
   NoMedian[0]=int(row[0]/2) 
   NoMedian[1]=int(row[0]/2) 
  else: 
   NoMedian[0]=int(round((row[0]/2)-0.5,0)) 
   NoMedian[1]=int(round((row[0]/2)+0.5,0)) 
 sqlFormula8="SELECT {} FROM {} WHERE {} IS NOT NULL ORDER 
BY TimeStamp DESC Limit 
{}".format(VARIABLES,TABLE,VARIABLES,LookBack) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula8) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(NoMedian)): 
  NoMedian[i]=myresult[NoMedian[i]][0] 
 MEDIAN=median(NoMedian) 
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 for i in range(len(NULLROWS)): 
  sqlFormula9="UPDATE {} SET {} = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(TABLE,VARIABLES,MEDIAN,NULLROWS[i][0]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula9) 




 sqlFormula10="SELECT avg({}) FROM 
{}".format(VARIABLES,TABLE,LookBack) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula10) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  MEAN=round(row[0],2) 
 for i in range(len(NULLROWS)): 
  sqlFormula11="UPDATE {} SET {} = '{}' WHERE `TimeStamp` = 
'{}' ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit 
{}".format(TABLE,VARIABLES,MEAN,NULLROWS[i][0],LookBack) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula11) 





 sqlFormula12="SELECT max({}),min({}) FROM {} WHERE {} IS NOT 
NULL ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit 
{}".format(VARIABLES,VARIABLES,TABLE,VARIABLES,LookBack) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula12) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  Minimum=myresult[0][1]*100 
  Maximum=myresult[0][0]*100 
 for i in range(len(NULLROWS)): 
  RandomVariable=random.randint(Minimum,Maximum)/100 
  sqlFormula13="UPDATE {} SET {} = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(TABLE,VARIABLES,RandomVariable,NULLROWS[i][0]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula13) 
  mydb.commit() 
pass 
def LOCFImputation(NULLROWS,TABLE,VARIABLES): 
 for i in range(len(NULLROWS)): 
  LastObservation= 0 
  Time=NULLROWS[i][0] 
  sqlFormula14="SELECT {} FROM {} WHERE TimeStamp < '{}' 
ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit 1".format(VARIABLES,TABLE,Time) 
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  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula14) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   LastObservation= row[0] 
  sqlFormula15="UPDATE {} SET {} = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(TABLE,VARIABLES,LastObservation,NULLROWS[i][0]) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula15) 













from sklearn.linear_model import Lasso 
import math 
 
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 








def Variablepreselection (LookBack,LASSOAlpha, LassoCutOff): 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
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 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Store Variables 
 Variables=[] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(QCTableColums[i+2]) 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(PTableColums[i+2]) 
 # put Variables in a string 
 VariableString = "" 
 for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
   VariableString = VariableString +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ " IS NOT NULL 
AND "  
 VariableString = VariableString+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-1]+"`" 
 # Select all rows with no NULLS 
 sqlFormula1= "SELECT * FROM program.fuseddatameasured WHERE 
{} IS NOT NULL ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit {} ".format(VariableString, 
LookBack) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 CompleteDataSet=[] 
 for row in myresult: 
  Dataset= [] 
  for i in range(len(row)): 
   Dataset.append(row[i]) 




 for i in range(len(CompleteDataSet)): 
  Xi=[] 
  Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[i][2])) # Linespeed 
  for j in range (len(PTableColums)-2): 
   variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2 
   Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[i][variablePlace+j])) 
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  X.append(Xi) 
 
 SelectedVariables = [] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  Y=[] 
  for k in range(len(CompleteDataSet)): 
   Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[k][4+i])) 
  lasso = Lasso(alpha=LASSOAlpha) 
  lasso.fit(X,Y) 
  SelectedVariables1=[] 
  for j in range(len(Variables)-(len(QCTableColums)-2)): 
   if math.sqrt(lasso.coef_[j]**2) >= LassoCutOff: 
   
 SelectedVariables1.append(Variables[j+(len(QCTableColums)-2)]) 














from statistics import mean, stdev 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.cross_decomposition import PLSRegression 
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPClassifier, MLPRegressor 
from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeRegressor 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostRegressor 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier,KNeighborsRegressor 
from sklearn.linear_model import Lasso 
from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge 
import xlwt 
import xlrd 
from xlutils.copy import copy 
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#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 






 #  define How much data is in the training data set 
 trainingDataSet= PercentTrainingsData 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Find all Colums in the Sensor Table (Production Data) 
 PTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  PTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Store Variables 
 Variables=[] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(QCTableColums[i+2]) 
 for i in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
  Variables.append(PTableColums[i+2]) 
 # put Variables in a string 
 VariableString = "" 
 for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
   VariableString = VariableString +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ " IS NOT NULL 
AND "  
 VariableString = VariableString+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-1]+"`" 
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 # Select all rows with no NULLS 
 sqlFormula1= "SELECT * FROM program.fuseddatameasured WHERE 
{} IS NOT NULL ORDER BY TimeStamp DESC Limit {} ".format(VariableString, 
LookBack) 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 CompleteDataSet=[] 
 for row in myresult: 
  Dataset= [] 
  for i in range(len(row)): 
   Dataset.append(row[i]) 
  CompleteDataSet.append(Dataset) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # Count of rows 
 NoRows= len(CompleteDataSet) 
 if NoRows < 2: 
  print("DataImputation 74: NoRows smaller 2") 
 elif int((NoRows*(1-trainingDataSet))) == 0: 
  NoValidationRows = 1 
  NoTrainingRows = NoRows-NoValidationRows 
 else: 
  NoTrainingRows = NoRows - int((NoRows*(1-trainingDataSet))) 
  NoValidationRows = int((NoRows*(1-trainingDataSet))) 
 # Create Index 
 IndexRows=[] 
 RandomIndex=[] 
 for i in range(NoRows): 
  IndexRows.append(i) 
 for i in range(NoRows): 
  RandomIndex.append(random.random()) 
 RandomizedIndex = [x for _,x in sorted(zip(RandomIndex,IndexRows))] 
 # trainingSet 





 for i in range(folds): 
  validationIndex1=[] 
  for j in range(NoValidationRows): 
   if count+j >= NoRows: 
    count=count-NoRows 
   
 validationIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+j]) 
   else: 
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 validationIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+j]) 
  count= count + NoInK  
  validationIndex.append(validationIndex1) 
 count=0 
 for i in range(folds): 
  trainingIndex1=[] 
  for j in range(NoRows-NoValidationRows): 
   if count+NoValidationRows+j >= NoRows: 
    count=count-NoRows 
   
 trainingIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+NoValidationRows+j]) 
   else: 
   
 trainingIndex1.append(RandomizedIndex[count+NoValidationRows+j]) 
  count= count + NoInK  
  trainingIndex.append(trainingIndex1) 
 #Sort index 
 sortedValidationIndex=[] 
 for i in range(len(validationIndex)): 
  toSort=validationIndex[i] 
  sortedValidationIndex.append(sorted(toSort)) 
 sortedTrainingIndex=[] 
 validationIndex=sortedTrainingIndex 
 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  toSort=trainingIndex[i] 
  sortedTrainingIndex.append(sorted(toSort)) 
 trainingIndex=sortedTrainingIndex 
 #Claculate RMSEP for every imputation method 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.add_sheet("Model") 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds),0,"Variable") 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+1,0,"fold") 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds),1,"{}".format(QCTableColums[i+2])) 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+(3+folds),0,"Average") 
  sheet1.write(i*(6+folds)+(4+folds),0,"Std dev") 
  for j in range(folds): 
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 for j in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  Xi=[] 
  Xi.append(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
  for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
   variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
  
 Xi.append(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[j]][variablePlace+k]) 
  X.append(Xi) 
 for j in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  Yi=[] 
  for k in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   variablePlace= 4  
  
 Yi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[j]][variablePlace+k])) 
  Y.append(Yi) 
  YRange1.append(max(Yi)-min(Yi)) 
 for j in range(len(validationIndex)): 
  XiValidation=[] 
  XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
  for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 










 return Output 
pass 
 





 for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  RMSEP2=[] 
  for k in range(len(validationIndex)): 
   RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[k][j]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[k]][4+j]))**2) 
   RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
  RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
 # Report 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
 
 sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"{}".format(ModelName)) 
  sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
  sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
  try: 
   NRMSEP2= round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange1[j]*100,2) 
  except: 
   NRMSEP2="NA" 
  sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP2) 
 book1.save("report.xls") 







 ModelName= "MLR" 
 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 




  X=Output[0] 
  XValidation=Output[1] 
  Y=Output[2] 
  YRange1=Output[3] 
  # predict Y Values validation 
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  mlr1=LinearRegression().fit(X, Y) 
  Y_pred=mlr1.predict(XValidation) 





  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 











 ModelName= "PLS" 




  X=Output[0] 
  XValidation=Output[1] 
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  Y=Output[2] 
  YRange1=Output[3] 
  pls1 = PLSRegression(copy=True, max_iter=500, scale=True, 
tol=1e-06) 
  pls1.fit(X, Y) 





  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 












 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  X=[] 
  XValidation=[] 
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  Y=[] 
  for j in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   Xi=[] 
   Xi.append(float((CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][2])))
 # Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][variablePlace+k])) 
   X.append(Xi) 
  for j in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
   XiValidation=[] 
  
 XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 XiValidation.append(float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][variable
Place+k])) 
   XValidation.append(XiValidation) 
  Y_pred=[] 
  YRange=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   Y=[] 
   for k in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   
 Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][k]][4+j])) 
   YRange.append(max(Y)-min(Y)) 
   nn = MLPRegressor(solver='lbfgs', 
alpha=NNAlpha,hidden_layer_sizes=HiddenLayers, random_state=1) 
   nn.fit(X, Y)  
   Y_pred1= nn.predict(XValidation) 
   Y_pred.append(Y_pred1) 
  RMSEP1=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   for k in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
    RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[j][k]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][k]][4+j]))**2) 
    RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
   RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
  book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
  book1= copy(book) 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
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  for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
   sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,ModelName) 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  
 sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP=round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange[j] *100,2) 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP) 
  book1.save("report.xls") 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 












 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
 




  X=Output[0] 
  XValidation=Output[1] 
  Y=Output[2] 
  YRange1=Output[3] 
  if PCANoComponents > len(trainingIndex[0]): 
   PCANoComponents = len(trainingIndex[0]) 
  pca = PCA(n_components=PCANoComponents) 
  XPCR=pca.fit_transform(X) 
  mlr1=LinearRegression().fit(XPCR, Y) 
  XPCRValidation=pca.fit_transform(XValidation) 





  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1)  
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 




 return RMSEPpred 
pass 
 






 ModelName= "RT boosted" 
 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  X=[] 
  XValidation=[] 
  Y=[] 
  for j in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   Xi=[] 
   Xi.append(float((CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][2])))
 # Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][variablePlace+k])) 
   X.append(Xi) 
  for j in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
   XiValidation=[] 
  
 XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 XiValidation.append(float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][variable
Place+k])) 
   XValidation.append(XiValidation) 
  Y_pred=[] 
  YRange=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   Y=[] 
   for k in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   
 Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][k]][4+j])) 
   YRange.append(max(Y)-min(Y)) 
   rng = np.random.RandomState(1) 
   rtb = 
AdaBoostRegressor(DecisionTreeRegressor(max_depth=RTbDepth),n_estima
tors=RtbEstimators, random_state=rng) 
   rtb.fit(X, Y) 
   Y_pred1=rtb.predict(XValidation) 
   Y_pred.append(Y_pred1) 
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  RMSEP1=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   for k in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
    RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[j][k]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][k]][4+j]))**2) 
    RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
   RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
  book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
  book1= copy(book) 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
   sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,ModelName) 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  
 sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP=round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange[j] *100,2) 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(3+(6+folds)*j+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP) 
  book1.save("report.xls") 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 
   sheet1.write((3+folds)+i*(6+folds),ModelNumber, "<0.00") 
 











 ModelName= "kNN" 
 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  X=[] 
  XValidation=[] 
  Y=[] 
  for j in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   Xi=[] 
   Xi.append(float((CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][2])))
 # Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][variablePlace+k])) 
   X.append(Xi) 
  for j in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
   XiValidation=[] 
  
 XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 XiValidation.append(float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][variable
Place+k])) 
   XValidation.append(XiValidation) 
  Y_pred=[] 
  YRange=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   Y=[] 
   for k in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   
 Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][k]][4+j])) 
   YRange.append(max(Y)-min(Y)) 
   if len(trainingIndex[0]) < kNNNeigbors: 
    kNNNeigbors = len(trainingIndex[0])-1 
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   neigh = 
KNeighborsRegressor(n_neighbors=kNNNeigbors) 
   neigh.fit(X, Y) 
   Y_pred1=neigh.predict(XValidation) 
   Y_pred.append(Y_pred1) 
  RMSEP1=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   for k in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
    RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[j][k]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][k]][4+j]))**2) 
    RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
   RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
  book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
  book1= copy(book) 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
   sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,ModelName) 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  
 sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP=round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange[j] *100,2) 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP) 
  book1.save("report.xls") 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 
  if round(RMSEPpred[i]) > 0.01: 
 




  else: 












 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  X=[] 
  XValidation=[] 
  Y=[] 
  for j in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   Xi=[] 
   Xi.append(float((CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][2])))
 # Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][variablePlace+k])) 
   X.append(Xi) 
  for j in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
   XiValidation=[] 
  
 XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 XiValidation.append(float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][variable
Place+k])) 
   XValidation.append(XiValidation) 
  Y_pred=[] 
  YRange=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   Y=[] 
   for k in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
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 Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][k]][4+j])) 
   YRange.append(max(Y)-min(Y)) 
   lasso = Lasso(alpha=LASSOAlpha) 
   lasso.fit(X,Y) 
   Y_pred1=lasso.predict(XValidation) 
   Y_pred.append(Y_pred1) 
  RMSEP1=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   for k in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
    RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[j][k]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][k]][4+j]))**2) 
    RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
   RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
  book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
  book1= copy(book) 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
   sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,ModelName) 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  
 sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP=round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange[j] *100,2) 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP) 
  book1.save("report.xls") 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 
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  else: 












 for i in range(len(trainingIndex)): 
  X=[] 
  XValidation=[] 
  Y=[] 
  for j in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   Xi=[] 
   Xi.append(float((CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][2])))
 # Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 Xi.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][j]][variablePlace+k])) 
   X.append(Xi) 
  for j in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
   XiValidation=[] 
  
 XiValidation.append(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][2]) # 
Linespeed 
   for k in range(len(PTableColums)-2): 
    variablePlace= 4 + len(QCTableColums)-2  
   
 XiValidation.append(float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][j]][variable
Place+k])) 
   XValidation.append(XiValidation) 
  Y_pred=[] 
  YRange=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   Y=[] 
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   for k in range(len(trainingIndex[i])): 
   
 Y.append(float(CompleteDataSet[trainingIndex[i][k]][4+j])) 
   YRange.append(max(Y)-min(Y)) 
   ridge = Ridge(alpha=RidgeAlpha) 
   ridge.fit(X,Y) 
   Y_pred1=ridge.predict(XValidation) 
   Y_pred.append(Y_pred1) 
  RMSEP1=[] 
  for j in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   RMSEP2=[] 
   for k in range(len(validationIndex[i])): 
    RMSEP3=math.sqrt((Y_pred[j][k]-
float(CompleteDataSet[validationIndex[i][k]][4+j]))**2) 
    RMSEP2.append(RMSEP3) 
   RMSEP1.append(mean(RMSEP2)) 
  book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
  book1= copy(book) 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP1)): 
   sheet1.write(1+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,ModelName) 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber,"RMSEP") 
   sheet1.write(2+j*(6+folds),ModelNumber+1,"NRMSEP") 
  
 sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber,round(RMSEP1[j],2)) 
   try:  
    NRMSEP=round(RMSEP1[j]/YRange[j] *100,2) 
   except: 
    NRMSEP = "NA" 
   sheet1.write(3+j*(6+folds)+i,ModelNumber+1,NRMSEP) 
  book1.save("report.xls") 
  RMSEP.append(RMSEP1) 
 RMSEPpred=[] 
 StdDevRMSEP=[] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  RMSEPpred1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   RMSEPpred2=RMSEP[j][i] 
   RMSEPpred1.append(RMSEPpred2) 
  RMSEPpred.append(mean(RMSEPpred1)) 
  StdDevRMSEP1=round(stdev(RMSEPpred1),2) 
  StdDevRMSEP.append(StdDevRMSEP1) 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
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 for i in range(len(RMSEPpred)): 




  else: 

















































 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  ModelSelection1=[] 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   ModelSelection1.append(RMSEP[j][i]) 
  ModelSelection.append(min(ModelSelection1)) 
 count=0 
 Model=[[]for i in range(len(RMSEP[0]))] 
 for i in range(len(RMSEP[0])): 
  for j in range(len(RMSEP)): 
   if RMSEP[j][i] == ModelSelection[i]: 
    Model[i]=ModelMethods[j] 
    count=+1 







from statistics import mean 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.cross_decomposition import PLSRegression 
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPRegressor 
from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeRegressor 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostRegressor 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsRegressor 
from sklearn.linear_model import Lasso 
from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge 
  
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
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 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 







 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 




 VariableString1= [] 
 VariableString3= [] 
 for i in range(len(Method)): 
  Variables= SelectedVariables[i] 
  VariableString = "" 
  for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
    VariableString = VariableString +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ " IS NOT 
NULL AND "  
  VariableString = VariableString+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-
1]+"`" 
  VariableString2 = "" 
  VariableString4 = "" 
  for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
   VariableString2 = VariableString2 +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ 
", "  
  for x in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   VariableString4 = VariableString4 +"`"+ 
QCTableColums[x+2] +"`"+ ", "  
  VariableString2 = "TimeStamp, InputNo, Linespeed, Assessed, 
"+VariableString4+VariableString2+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-1]+"`" 
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  sqlFormula1= "SELECT {} FROM program.fuseddatameasured 
WHERE {} IS NOT NULL AND {} IS NOT 
NULL".format(VariableString2,QCTableColums[2+i],VariableString) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  CompleteDataSet1=[] 
  for row in myresult: 
   Dataset= [] 
   for i in range(len(row)): 
    Dataset.append(row[i]) 
   CompleteDataSet1.append(Dataset) 
  mydb.commit() 
  CompleteDataSet2.append(CompleteDataSet1) 
 
 X3=[] 
 for k in range(len(Method)): 
  CompleteDataSet=CompleteDataSet2[k] 
  X2=[] 
  for i in range(len(CompleteDataSet)): #Zeilen 
   X1=[] 
   X1.append(float(CompleteDataSet[i][2])) 
   for j in range(len(CompleteDataSet[i])-4-
(len(QCTableColums)-2)): #Spalten 
    positionno= 4+(len(QCTableColums)-2) 
    X1.append(float(CompleteDataSet[i][positionno+j])) 
   X2.append(X1) 
  X3.append(X2) 
 
 CalculatedModel=[] 
 for i in range(len(Method)):  
  Y=[] 
  CompleteDataSet=CompleteDataSet2[i] 
  X=X3[i] 
  for j in range(len(CompleteDataSet)): #Zeilen 
   position=4 
   Y1=[float(CompleteDataSet[j][4+i])] 




  if Method[i] == "MLR": 
   mlr1= MLR(X,Y) 
   #print("MLR") 
   CalculatedModel.append(mlr1) 
  elif Method[i] == "PLS": 
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   pls1=PLS(X,Y) 
   #print("PLS") 
   CalculatedModel.append(pls1) 
  elif Method[i] == "NN": 
   nn=NN(X,Y,NNAlpha,HiddenLayers) 
   #print("NN") 
   CalculatedModel.append(nn) 
  elif Method[i] == "PCR": 
   pca=PCR(X,Y,PCANoComponents) 
   #print("PCR") 
   CalculatedModel.append(pca) 
  elif Method[i] == "RTboosted": 
   rtb=RTboosted(X,Y,RTbDepth,RtbEstimators) 
   #print("RTboosted") 
   CalculatedModel.append(rtb) 
  elif Method[i] == "kNN": 
   neigh=kNN(X,Y,kNNNeigbors) 
   #print("kNN") 
   CalculatedModel.append(neigh) 
  elif Method[i] == "LASSO": 
   lasso=LASSO(X,Y,LASSOAlpha) 
   #print("LASSO") 
   CalculatedModel.append(lasso) 
  elif Method[i] == "RidgeRegression": 
   ridge=RidgeRegression(X,Y,RidgeAlpha) 
   #print("RidgeRegression") 
   CalculatedModel.append(ridge) 
  else: 
   print("Calcualtion = something is totally wrong!") 




 mlr1=LinearRegression().fit(X, Y) 
 return mlr1 
pass 
def PLS(X,Y): 
 pls1 = PLSRegression(copy=True, max_iter=500, scale=True, tol=1e-
06) 
 pls1.fit(X, Y) 
 return pls1 
pass 
def NN(X,Y,NNAlpha,HiddenLayers): 
 nn = MLPRegressor(solver='lbfgs', 
alpha=NNAlpha,hidden_layer_sizes=HiddenLayers, random_state=1) 
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 nn.fit(X, np.ravel(Y,order='C')) 
 return nn 
pass 
def PCR(X,Y,PCANoComponents): 
 if PCANoComponents > len(Y): 








 return Model 
pass 
def RTboosted(X,Y,RTbDepth,RtbEstimators): 
 rtb = 
AdaBoostRegressor(DecisionTreeRegressor(max_depth=RTbDepth),n_estima
tors=RtbEstimators, random_state=np.random.RandomState(1)) 
 rtb.fit(X, np.ravel(Y,order='C')) 
 return rtb 
pass 
def kNN(X,Y,kNNNeigbors): 
 if len(Y) < kNNNeigbors: 
  kNNNeigbors = len(Y)-1 
 neigh = KNeighborsRegressor(n_neighbors=kNNNeigbors) 
 neigh.fit(X, np.ravel(Y,order='C')) 
 return neigh 
pass 
def LASSO(X,Y,LASSOAlpha): 
 lasso = Lasso(alpha=LASSOAlpha) 
 lasso.fit(X,Y) 
 return lasso 
pass 
def RidgeRegression(X,Y,RidgeAlpha): 
 ridge = Ridge(alpha=RidgeAlpha) 
 ridge.fit(X,Y) 
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from statistics import mean 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
from sklearn.cross_decomposition import PLSRegression 
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPClassifier 
from sklearn.decomposition import PCA 
import numpy as np 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeRegressor 
from sklearn.ensemble import AdaBoostRegressor 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 
from sklearn.linear_model import Lasso 
from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge 
 
 
#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 
def ModelPrediction(SelectedVariables,CalculatedModel,Model): 
 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula1= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # put Variables in a string 
 VariableString1= [] 
 VariableString3= [] 
 for i in range(len(CalculatedModel)): 
  Variables=SelectedVariables[i] 
  VariableString = "" 
  for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
    VariableString = VariableString +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ " IS NOT 
NULL AND "  
  VariableString = VariableString+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-
1]+"`" 
  NoRowsPredicted = 0 
  VariableString1.append(VariableString) 
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  VariableString2 = "" 
  VariableString4 = "" 
  for x in range(len(Variables)-1): 
   VariableString2 = VariableString2 +"`"+ Variables[x] +"`"+ 
", "  
  for x in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
   VariableString4 = VariableString4 +"`"+ 
QCTableColums[x+2] +"`"+ ", "  
  VariableString2 = "TimeStamp, Assessed, Linespeed, 
"+VariableString4+VariableString2+"`" + Variables[len(Variables)-1]+"`" 
  VariableString3.append(VariableString2) 
 
 for i in range(len(CalculatedModel)): 
  DataInput=[] 
  VariableString=VariableString1[i] 
  VariableString2=VariableString3[i] 
  sqlFormula2="SELECT {} FROM program.fuseddataprediction 
WHERE {} IS NULL AND {} IS NOT 
NULL".format(VariableString2,QCTableColums[2+i],VariableString) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  for row in myresult: 
   DataInput.append(row)    
  try: 
   for j in range(len(DataInput)):  #row 
    time=DataInput[j][0] 
    X=[] 
    X.append(float(DataInput[j][2])) 
    for k in range(len(SelectedVariables[i])):  # 
Variables 
     position=len(QCTableColums)-2 
     X.append(float(DataInput[j][position+3+k])) 
    X1=[] 
    X1.append(X) 
    if Model[i] == "PCR": 
     try:  
     
 X2=CalculatedModel[i][0].transform(X1) 
     
 Xpred=CalculatedModel[i][1].predict(X2) 
      Xpred=round(float(Xpred),2) 
     except:  
      Xpred = "NULL" 
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     sqlFormula3="UPDATE 
`program`.`fuseddataprediction` SET `{}` = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(QCTableColums[2+i],Xpred,time) 
     mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3) 
     mydb.commit() 
    else: 
     try: 
      Xpred=CalculatedModel[i].predict(X1) 
      Xpred=round(float(Xpred),2) 
     except:  
      Xpred = "NULL" 
     sqlFormula3="UPDATE 
`program`.`fuseddataprediction` SET `{}` = '{}' WHERE (`TimeStamp` = 
'{}')".format(QCTableColums[2+i],Xpred,time) 
     mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3) 
     mydb.commit() 
  except:  
   print("No predicted Values") 
  
 NoRowsPredicted =0 






from statistics import mean, median, stdev 
import xlwt 
import xlrd 





#  Connect ot the Database 
mydb = mysql.connector.connect( 
 host ="localhost", 
 user = "root", 
 passwd = "Root", 
 database = "program") 
 
# Object that communicates with the mySQL Database 
mycursor = mydb.cursor() 
 






 # Find all Colums in the QC Table 
 QCTableColums= [] 
 sqlFormula2= "SHOW COLUMNS FROM program.qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for row in myresult: 
  QCTableColums.append(row[0]) 
 mydb.commit() 
 # create excel sheet 
 book= xlrd.open_workbook("research.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet_names = ["QC1","QC2","QC3","Method","Model"] 
 for i in range(len(QCTableColums)-2): 
  sheet1 = book1.get_sheet(sheet_names[i]) 
  sheet1.write(0,number,name) 
  time1 = str(TimePrediction-TimeBegin) 
  sheet1.write(1,number,time1)    #total time 
  time2 = str(TimeAlignment-TimeBegin) 
  sheet1.write(2,number,time2)    # time alignment 
  time3 = str(TimeQAMinMax-TimeAlignment) 
  sheet1.write(3,number,time3)   # time min max 
  time4 = str(TimeGrubs-TimeQAMinMax) 
  sheet1.write(4,number,time4)   # time Grubs 
  time5 = str(TimeImputation-TimeGrubs) 
  sheet1.write(5,number,time5)   # time imputation 
  time6 = str(TimePrediction-TimeImputation) 
  sheet1.write(6,number,time6)   # time prediction 
  currentColum= QCTableColums[i+2] 
  sqlFormula1="Select {} FROM 
program.fuseddataprediction".format(currentColum) 
  mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
  myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
  QC_predVlaues=[] 
  for row in myresult: 
   QC_predVlaues.append(row[0]) 
  for j in range(len(QC_predVlaues)): 
   sheet1.write(j+7,number,QC_predVlaues[j]) 
 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Method") 
 sheet1.write(0,number,name) 
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 for i in range(len(Method)): 
  sheet1.write(i,number,Method[i]) 
 
 sheet1 = book1.get_sheet("Model") 
 sheet1.write(0,number,name) 
 for i in range(len(Model)): 
  sheet1.write(i,number,Model[i]) 
 














 book= xlrd.open_workbook("report.xls") 
 book1= copy(book) 
 sheet1 = book1.add_sheet("Sensordata") 
 sqlFormula1="SELECT * FROM program.sensordata" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula1) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(myresult)):    #Row 
  for j in range(len(myresult[i])):    
 #Colum 
   try: 
    sheet1.write(i,j,myresult[i][j]) 
   except: 
    print(myresult[i][j]) 
    value= str(myresult[i][j]) 
    sheet1.write(i,j,value) 
 
 sheet2 = book1.add_sheet("Qualitycontrol") 
 sqlFormula2="SELECT * FROM program.qualitycontrol" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula2) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(myresult)):    #Row 
  for j in range(len(myresult[i])):    
 #Colum 
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   try: 
    sheet2.write(i,j,myresult[i][j]) 
   except: 
    value= str(myresult[i][j]) 
    sheet2.write(i,j,value) 
 
 sheet3 = book1.add_sheet("Sensordistance") 
 sqlFormula3="SELECT * FROM program.sensordistance" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula3) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(myresult)):    #Row 
  for j in range(len(myresult[i])):    
 #Colum 
   try: 
    sheet3.write(i,j,myresult[i][j]) 
   except: 
    value= str(myresult[i][j]) 
    sheet3.write(i,j,value) 
 
 sheet4 = book1.add_sheet("fuseddatameasured") 
 sqlFormula4= "SELECT * FROM program.fuseddatameasured" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula4) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(myresult)):    #Row 
  for j in range(len(myresult[i])):    
 #Colum 
   try: 
    sheet4.write(i,j,myresult[i][j]) 
   except: 
    value= str(myresult[i][j]) 
    sheet4.write(i,j,value) 
 
 sheet5 = book1.add_sheet("fuseddataprediction") 
 sqlFormula5="SELECT * FROM program.fuseddataprediction" 
 mycursor.execute(sqlFormula5) 
 myresult = mycursor.fetchall() 
 for i in range(len(myresult)):    #Row 
  for j in range(len(myresult[i])):    
 #Colum 
   try: 
    sheet5.write(i,j,myresult[i][j]) 
   except: 
    value= str(myresult[i][j]) 
    sheet5.write(i,j,value) 
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